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1888 - is ASSUME) to be a major CRISIS in the teaching of this denomination. it is

PRESUMED that Jones & Waggoner brought something that Sr. White did not have.

This is because certain quotations made by her — have been taken and FRAME) — out

of context.

The SAME as with Uriah Smith - where she APPROVE) a preliminary and partial DRAFT

— or a PORTION of a teaching - they PRESUME to SADDLE us with 1L_L they ever

THOUGHT or TAUGHT. Even if it is the OPPOSTTE of the Testimonies.

1903 was a much more serious CRISIS in the teaching of this denomination. So

Ens it was LABEL8) "The ALPHA of APOsTAsY' - together with a hands—down

PREDICTION that this ‘ALPHA!’ would go Into the ‘curses!’ — that we are to ‘MET!’
— and would be but an EXTEISION of the "ALP!-M!‘ All this In SM 1:193-208. And

the denomination would fall for it — hook, line and sinker.

1905 - the teaching of the Testimonies on "PE?FECTION' and 'CHARAcTE~l BUILDllG'
being ‘THE W0%' of a 'LlFETIME!' '$TH’$" on a ‘PATH’ - to reach the HEGI-ITS

— was never CHANGE). Not before 1888 - not after 1888.

A cHAN& overtook £N_E§ in the Marlowe Theatre in the gangster city of Chicago in

1893 - where he presented the essence of ‘I AM SINLESS-HOLY-SAVE)!’ at the top

- Eli At this Billy Graham-Oral Roberts-Moody—Spurgeon - Babylon meeting.

BALLBIGER picked that up - the red carpet rolled out for him from Carnpmeetlng to

carnpmeeting while Sr. White was gone to Australia. (HIDE with JON$ BOOK —

1905.)

_1_§g2 - she came back to meet the PHANTOM now grown to "The nature of Adam

before the fall! " — with accompanying DRuMs—TONGUES-CHARISMA — the din of '___l-IO_L_y_

FLESH!‘ PREDICTED to rear its ugly head. and sweep the ranks again among the

mentally insecure - near the close of Probation - as a sign of the Spirit being

withdrawn. SM 2:31. Ev. 595.

1893 — Jones was advocating ANNA RICE PHILLIPS and ‘FAITH ALONE!‘ — SM

2285095. "WORKS amounted to NOTHING!" SM 1:377.

192'1 - Rasputin FROOM revealed HMSR (VOP RICHARDS) - was beating his tom-toms

for that since 1926. LEF-MD 616-619.

1901 — Waggoner brought ‘SPIRITUAL WIVES!‘ to Adventist Ministries.

Crisis to Victory‘ - p.313-6. MM 101-1.

‘Through

1903 - BOTH signed over to 'IJving Temple" ~ and stayed with it till the day they

died! LEF-MD 352,524. OLSON 302—320.

jg — NOE of the above can be denied by ANYONE with any knowledge and

honesty. so imagine the SHOCK of the COUNTEIFET AWAKBIING coming to America

via HUDSON of Oregon — representing T_HAl! and the 1905 JONES BOOK! as "The

Message of 1888!" AND-MORE—ASTONISI-IING - getting away with it to this day! To

win the World by the acre — ii!
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(0)-HARA = flflll

The truth is as simple as A—B—C. Those who try to deny the
A—B-C's of the Gospel - may raise a lot of dust — carry on a
furious campaign — for many years — but in the ledgers in
Heaven it is recorded as ‘NOTHING!’ ‘IN VAIN do they worship
Me, teaching for Doctrines the commandments of MEN!‘
Mark 7:7.

The difficulty that the Patriarchs and Prophets of Old - Christ
and all His Disciples had — was with the Kings and Teachers
and False Prophets of Israel - who served the itching ears —

who led the flock astray. By "Old Wives’ Tales." By "Cun-
ningly devised Fables.‘ "Making the Word of God of NONE
EFFECT through your TRADITION." Mark 7:13. Matt. 15:6. As
Carlyle B. Haynes put in his book “THE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH"
— "...let us turn from these Fables by men driven crazy by the
heat - generated by their own False Philosophy.”

OUR SUBJECT lS CHARACTER - This was th FlRST and
remains the LAST subject wrestled with by the as
it came to America. It is STILL the major point of debate — as

well it should be. As it was in 1888. It is the heart and soul
of ‘JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH.“

THERE WERE VERY GOOD REASONS - why the Uriah Smiths of
Adventism wiped out Al.L EVIDENCE of what took place in 1888
- and why, when Arthur White opened a crack of the closet in
1958 in "SEl.ECTED MESSAGES’ -' and really gave the self-
confessed "AWAKENING!" something to think about when he
rattled a few skeletons in the Olson Book — “THROUGH CRISIS
TO VICTORY“ — p.242-320 - so that the FORD-HEPPENSTALL—
BRINSMEAD SCHOOL were out to scalp him so he RESIGNED in
1978. (Wonder what kind of a VISIONARY heads the White
Estate now - ???)
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THIS FORCED FROOM TO ADMIT — what we had been saying
FOR YEARS! That URIAH SMITH led the gang of cutthroats in
1888. ‘MOVEMENT OF DESTINY‘ - p.243—4,265,§2_3_. (OLSON
gg_.) How many they IIURDERED through the years is hard to
estimate. At least a dozen of the cutthroats (one self—admit—-
ted machine gunner from Adolph Hitler's Panzer Grenadiers
WEHRMACHT. Posing as a disciple of Fred Wright) - was here.
Sizing up "HOEHN!" - And reporting back to Washington and
their agent in Australia. One of them (Darling) - was men-
tioned in Nichol's Book who was sent to interview CANRIGHT -

and fell hook, line, and sinker for the Canright Doctrine — after
a few days there.

I asked DARLING if he did not know that Sr. White said _rQI'_ to
see Canright - what he had was SPIRITUALISM — and she was
afraid what turned that great mind — might turn hers. SM 2:
162-70. T3:304-29. T4:277-8,280—1. T5:515—20,571—3,621-
28. (But he said he would not have missed it for ANYTHING4

DARLING — (Co-worker with HIEBERT to fabricate the Ten-
Commandment "WAYMARK ARK THEORY‘ — spending entire
winters on it — SCHEMING how to put it across.)

DARLING - one of those led moment by moment by the ‘HOLY
SPIRIT“ — so that whatever he did was PERFECTION! The
‘SPIRIT’ told him when to go — what car to get into - perhaps
"THE SPIRIT!‘ failed him when he got into the WRONG CAR -

which meant his demise. We have seen too many of these
moment by moment "SPIRlT' people to be awed by their pro-
fession. The "SPIRIT" talks to them as they do the dishes —

about common-place matters. The spirit DOES NOT lead
people moment by moment — except under SPIRlTUALISM-
WITCHCRAFT-MAGIC—MESSMERISM and SLAVERY.

God's people are FREE MEN - not SLAVES. "Are you the Sons
and Daughters of God?...EIlANCIPA TED from the teachings and
SLAVERY of Satan..." TM 395-6. SD 210. T7:180-1. "Where
THE SPIRIT of the Lord is, there is UBE?TY!" AA 460.

‘THE TRUTH is the very thing they need to set them FREE from
the SLAVERY of sin and the bondage of worldly principles."
MM 244. ”It is now evident to all that the wages of sin is not
noble independence and eternal life, but SLAVERY, ruin, and
death." G0 668. "Tl-E WORLD refusing to accept the man
Christ Jesus to reign over them, are ENSLAVED by a TYRANT',
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even Satan; but let Christians show that they are FREE - Sons
and Daughters of the Heavenly King." Pacific Union Recorder
— July 7, 1904. (Form a new book from ‘LEAVES OF AUTUMN"
P.0. Box 440, Paysan, AZ 85541. (p. 129.)

If people were meant to be lead moment by moment, every
move they make, every thought they think - without a MIND or

WILL or JUDGMENT or CONVICTIONS of their own — then there
was no need of setting aside this planet to TEST a people by
permitting them to make and learn from their own MISTAKES.
And overcome self and the ‘SPIRIT’ of the arch-enemy. We
have seen ‘THE SPIRIT“ people led a merry chase - from one
delusion to the other. "Ever learning and never able to come
to a knowledge of the truth."

LUTHER — had to deal with these “SPIRIT” people. GC 190-6,
395-6. MB 147. COL 191. FCE 125. T2:50S. ''I always
thought that Satan would send us this plague!” GC 187.
(147). "May God in his mercy preserve me from a Church in
which there are none but Saints.‘ 1884 GO 149. "From the
professed friends of the Reformation had risen its WORST
ENEMIES.' G0 187. Unsound in judgment and undisciplined in
passions — he dismissed them with '‘I hit your ‘spirit’ on the
snout!" (D‘Aubigne.)

DARLING — came to see me. held out three coppers - saying
that was §_L_L_ the money he had left after coming from Califor-
nia. He was going to go across British Columbia, Canada. I

stopped him with the reminder that the immigration people
held me responsible to return him to the same Port of Entry.
He poo-hooed that, and was going to go on. So i said I would
call the immigration - and they would pick him up. So he
went back with me. Before letting him go on - they wanted to
know if he had enough money to pay his bus fare. He said,
Yes. They said — we are sorry but we have to see the money.
He pulled out a roll that would literally choke an ox - $20.00
bills. There must have been well over $2,000.00 there.

I had that same stunt pulled on my by another agent of the
Church - was going to California to buy a ‘Health Store‘ — but
did not have enough money to buy a $1.00 booklet from me.

So I gave it to him. it appears they are TRAINED to appeal to
your sympathies.
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DAHJNG — told me he specialized in helping women obtain a

t—ii7erc_¢?.— He acted as detective—lawyer-confidant-amour. He
told me how he investigated HOUTEFF - and how he managed
to cost him THOUSANDS of $'s. One woman appealed to him
-— telling him she knows she promised him $600.00 - held it out
to iim - no doubt deathly afraid of him with good cause ~

‘But you cost me my home, my husband, and this $600.00 is
all that I have left - will you take it also?” HE TOOK IT—!!!

This is the mutation that would UTERALLY (and I do mean
LITBIALLY!) - get up at night and 1",: ON HIS KNEES for
three hours at a time! And also read the Bible or the Testi-
monies — on his knees - for HOURS! He looked, acted, and
talked like an Old Testament Prophet that stepped right out of
the Bible! JUST-UKE-.lJDAS! (One of the ‘BEARD’ people.)
My ears are still tingling from other things he told me. If there
ever was a Devil on two feet — it was him.

11-IAT AGENT - for F.D.Nichols of the R&H — was there with
bells on - when we held our first meeting at Oakhurst, CA.
Together with at least one other agent. I did not realize until I

got home and listened to the tapes - had to turn them back —

to finally catch on to what LANAVILLE was telling us. That he
was an agent for the Church to call back "REFORMERS!' How
he spoke to some of our largest Churches — on the subject of
how to deal with REFORMERS. How does any man have the
pulpit turned over to him, unless he carries SPECIAL CREDEN-
TIALS from the TOP BRASS—??? Since then I have noticed
011813 such as GROTHEER.-FRIEND-DURST—BRlNSMEAD —

\_(e__(_5eneral Conference doors mysteriously jump open for
j They tell you how they kiss the Adventist Ministers —

but they will not kiss REFORM LEADERS — yet attend meetings
for Ministers ONLY! And show such unholy _l_\_W_E_ for the Lead-
ers. 'Ye shall KNOW them by their FillTSl"

If one of our group — falters or fails - or falls for their MES-
DEFISM — they know how to make capital of the situation.
AUlK)ST—-EVERY—MEETlNG—WE-HAVE—EVER-HE.D—THEY-ARE-
RIGHT-THERE-WAlTlNG—TO-HOLD—THElR—MEEl1NGS-IN-THE-
SAIE-HOUSE! Just like the Jews that followed the Disciples
aromd everywhere they went. NOTlCE-HOW—THE—JEWS-
WOLLD-ASSASSINATE—-THE—CHARACTEB-AND-MOTlVES—OF-
CHHIST-AND—HlS-APOSTLES — the last gasp of a dying cause.
"...will TRIUMPH over our missteps and faults, as the wicked
did in 1843...As these plain, cutting truths were spoken, the
Priests and Rulers were ENRAGED, and they rushed upon
Steven, gnashing their teeth!" EW 70, 198. — 5 -



We should be surprised at NOTHING that they will try to do —

from now on. We wait for EW 282. GC 656. SM 2:51.

CHARACTER - is what we are talking about. What do they
know about CHARACTER? Again I say — without fear of con-
tradiction — that “CHARACTER!” is the most important subject
in the whole world - and was in 1888. But the Lovers of Lies
are [191 going to accept the A—B—C's of this vital sublime
topic. "The Gospel of Christ CANNOT be preached without
0FFBVSE.' G0 165. "...the greater their yes the greater
their GAIN.‘ GC 149. "TRUTH will never be agreeable to a
LlAR" G0 542.

"Whoever sees the repulsive CHARACTER of sin, and in
strength from above RESISTS temptation, will assuredly arouse
the WRATH of Satan and his subjects. HATRED of the pure
principles of Truth, and reproach and persecution of its ad-
vocates will exist as long as sin and sinners '

lowers of Christ and the servants of Satan?
.... W

Go 507. (Tell this to cormaw)

"T'RUTT-I is no more desired by the MAJORITY today than it was
by the Papists who opposed LUTHER. There is the SAME dis-
position to accept the theories and traditions of MEN. "Woe
unto you, when all men speak well of you! For so did their
fathers to the FALSE PROP!-Ill-TS!"...The FORMS of opposition to
the Truth may CHANGE, the EVMITY may be less OPEN because
it is more SUBTT.E; but the SAME ANTAGONISM still exists, and
will be manifested to the End of Time.” (The Lovers of the
World say: “NOT SO!") GC 144._ (Froom will have "lNNUMER—
ABLE Mu.TI1UDES' follow him.)

COTTRELL was set aside FOR YEARS! tolstudy the breakup in
the ranks of LUTHERANISM — and how to avoid that in the
ranks of ADVENTISM — wrote a whole series of articles in the
R&H — after YEARS of research. it did not require YEARS.
They could have had the answer that Cottrell gave - in five
minutes! How the CATHOUCS built the Big Church - if you
can't BEAT ‘em - JOIN ‘EM!

"But LIGHT and DARKNESS cannot harmonize. Between truth
and Error there is an IRREPRESSIBLE CONFLICT. To uphold and
defend the one is to ATTACK and OVERTHROW the other.” GC
126. "If UNITY could be secured only by the COMPROMISE of
Truth and Righteousness, then let there be DIFFERENCE, and
B/EN WAR!’ GC‘ 45. 1884 GC 46. SR 324. DA 279. T1274.
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RIGHT AFTER 1888 - God gave the message of 1888. Sr.
White wrote a special book on the subject. Actually the entire
plan of Salvation — what it is all about — and DID NOT trust
that book to any UFIIAH SMI11-I or any ADVENTIST PRESS. But
gave it to FLBVIING H. REVELL COMPANY in 1892.

THE ADVENTISTS - spent a ‘KING'S FIANSOM" to get that book
back under their control — SURE ENOUGH! trust them! - they

it! Added that controversial "TEARS IN HIS VOICE“
pter. The Lord did not know the ‘STEPS TO cnmsn“irs

and had to have the General Conference of Seventh-day Ad-
ventists with headquarters in Washington, D.C. — to help Him
out - to add the ‘LOVE’ chapter. Put an "X" on every page of
that FIRST ADDED CHAPTER — and you will have the book as
the Lord gave it.

BECAUSE — if you are going to go overboard for a benevolent
pot-bellied buddha for a god - that smiles on all — then you
will end up - where the Adventist Church is ending up — ‘LOVE
UNLIMITED!" (No LIMIT to the "LOVE!" of God! How crazy can
you get?)

WE ARE SEEING HOW CRAZY — now they have graduated to
"GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!‘ — at the very time when the
Damocles Sword is hanging over the heads of the Adventist
Ministry - that teach that doctrine — ready to CUT—THEM—

DOWN!
"Here we see that THE CHURCH — the Lord's Sanctuary —

was the FIRST to feel the stroke of the WBATH of God. The
ancient men...had betrayed their trust...and they say: The Lord
is TOO MERCIFUL to visit His people in JUDGMENT. Thus
"PEACE AND SAFETY!' is the cry fram...77-IESE DUMB DOGS...all
perish together...These persons come to feel SECURE in their
deceptions...because of His long—suffering...Their WICKED
COURSE He will tolerate no longer, and in His WHAT?-I He deals
with them WITHOUT MH?CY." T521 1 -2.

REMEMBER! When I wrote this - I was totally UNAWARE of
the three CUT DOWN in Austria!

"71-IE SPIRITS deny the DIVINITY of Christ, and place even the
Creator on a LEVH. with themselves...The mysterious rapping
with which modern spiritualism began was...the direct work of
evil angels...Many will be when brought FACE TO
FACE with... - 7 —



...wonders wrought by Satan...to COUNIERFEIT the work of God

...The f WITCHCBAFT is now held in CONTEMPT...
THIS is but a revival in a new disguise
of the __ condemned and prohibited of old. Satan
beguiles men n .to lofty flights in FORBIDDEN FIH.DS...
SPIRITUALISM in its more refined and intellectual aspects...AS-
AN—ANGH.-OF—UGHT. He appeals to the REASON by the
presentation of elevating themes, he delights the FANCY with
enrapturing scenes, and he enlists the AFFECTIONS by his
eloquent portrayals of LOVE and CHAI-'llTY...TI-IE SPIRITS make
no difference between RIGHTEOUSNESS and SlN...Live as you
please - Heaven is your Home." 1884 GC 371-5. GC 552-7.

‘LOVE is dwelt upon as the chief attribute of God...but it is
degraded to a weak SENTIMENTALISM, making little distinction
between good and evil. GOD'S JUSTICE His denunciations of
sin, the requirements of His Holy [AW - are all kept out of
sight...PLEASING-BEWITCHING-FABLES captivate the senses...
ALL-WHO-INDUI.GE—SINFUL-IRAITS-OF-CHARACTER, or wilful-
ly cherish a known sin...FALL-AN-EASY-PREV.“ GC 558-9.
"Marvelous beyond expression is the BUNDNESS of the people
of this Generation." 1884 GO 378.

YES! THAT IS RIGHT! We have been reading the Testimonies
(A) about WITCHCRAFT. (B) about SPIRITUALISM. (C) about
MESMERISM — and our mind at once thinks of the worldly
manifestations of these crafts - not realizing that she pre-
dicted this to sweep the Church! When they deny the A-B-C's
of the Gospel - they are hip—deep in MESMERlSM-SOPHlSTRY-
WlTCHCRAFI'-SPIRITUALSIM-MAGIC!

AS AN EXAMPLE - if CHARACTER has to be DEVELOPED over a
period of a UFEHME - anyone who denies that - and hands
‘CHARACTER’ to you on an INSTANTANEOUS AWAKENING
PLATTER - you know you are staring the Devil - right-in-the-
face! Because they deny the A-B-C-'s of the Gospel!

AND HE A-B-C's ARE:

(A) From one end of the Testimonies to the other — N9
CHANGE before or after 1888 - (excepting the CHANGES that
took place ‘in the minds of JONES and WAGGONER - causing
them to spark to life — “HOLY FLESH" in Indiana in 1900 - and
were co-authors with revising ‘LIVING THVlPLE" with KE|.LOGG
and DR. SADLER 1903-1910. Now we go back and read the
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AWAKENING UTERATLHE from 1959 to 1972 — and COUNT how
many TIMES you find ‘TEMPLE’ and ‘mine TEMPLE!" '1 AM
SAE! SINLESS! HOLY!’ (What is the difference?)

(A) From one end of the Testimonies to the other — the theme
was and remains — 'PlE’ARE" for the judgment by building-
developing-forming a CHARACTER — the WORK of a UFETIMEI
‘His is an age famous for surface work, for easy methods, for
BQQSTED holiness aside from the STANDARD of CHARACTH?
that God has erected. Allashort routes, all cutoff tracks, all
teaching which fails to exalt the LAW of God as the STANDARD
of religious CHARACTH?, is SPURIOUS. PERFEC'l7ON-OF-
CHARACTER is a UT-E—LONG WORK, unattainable by those who
are not willing to STRIVE for it in God's appointed way, by
SLOW and TOILSOME STEPS.‘ T5:500,214,340. ARA 260.

(8) There we were taken to the FIRST essential of Salvation.
'aMRAC7H~? cannot be bought; it must be FORMED by stern
EH-'ORTS to resist temptation. The FORMA71ON of a right
CIMRACTH? is the W11-ZK of a LlFETlME...The B(CE1.LBVGE' of
CHRRACTHT that you possess must be the result of your own
EFFORT... You must G10..." FCE 87.

"He cannot place his foot on the third, fourth, or fifth round of
the ladder of progress before be has begun at the FIRST
RalND.' FCE 107,213.

"Unless...they...become converted, and learn the A—B—C of re-

ligion in the School of Christ (I did not know that this was here
when I began this paper) LEARN—11-IE-A—B—C (or) they will lose
thei souls...He is not to be lifted up by the aid of FLATTERY.
No one is authorized to deal out to the soul this delusive
INTOXICANT of Satan. Rather he is to be pointed to the FIRST
BGINDS of the ladder, and his stumbling feet are to be placed
on the LOWEST ROUND.-.Let the erring one be encouraged to
climb STE’ by STEP, round by round. The H-‘FORT may be
painful to him, but it will be by far the BEST LESSON he has
eva learned...But let NO ONE attempt to BEGIN at the (‘I AM
SA|iHJ!'g TOP of the ladder. Let everyone start at the LOW-
EST ROUND, and mount STE’ by STE’...This is the ONLY WAY
to advance Heavenward. Let NO77-IING turn the attention
away.” FCE 304-5.

THE WRONG STEPS — "One false step leads to another, till at
last they place themselves where they cannot hope to BREAK
THEG-IAINS THAT BIND 71-I84’ FCE 500. RH 3:191. - 9 —



URIAH SMITH — fooled this people by putting "FORCE!" into GC
448-9 where the ORIGINAL BOOK did not have it ONCE 1884
GC 281. So that the Adventist World is looking for "FORCE!"
to come FIRST - when the Devil is not near as DUMB as all
that — FORCE comes LAST! FIRST comes "LOVE!" and "UNITY!"
The FROOM—ANDERSON—BRlNSMEAD PLAN to teach
':'::f'.'_'j' with the other churches — passed by Autumn
Resolution — R&H Dec. 18, 1969. p.20. BRINSMEAD says there
is only ONE WAY to ‘WIN!’ them — by teaching "IN COMMON!“
with them! (Then who was WON - and to WHAT - ???)

SO WHAT COIIES FIRST? FORCE OR UNTTY?

"When the leading churches of the United States, UNITING
upon such points of doctrine as are held by them IN COMMON,
shall influence the State to ENFORCE their decrees..." GC 445.

'EVANGE1.ICAL ALLIANCE and UNIVERSAL CREED!" When THIS
shall be gained, then, in the effort to secure complete UNI-
FORMITY, it will be only a STEP to the resort to FORCE!"
(Which comes FIRST - ???) GO 445. 1884 GC 278.

THOSE AU. CONFUSH) ABOUT WHAT COMES LAST OR FIRST

will not understand the A-B—C's of the Gospel.
(A) It is the WORK of a LIFETIME to DEVELOP a CHARACTER.
Therefore it cannot by any stretch of th ' ‘ ' be
‘GIVEN’ as an instantaneous “GIFT” - E? A

j But we are being bombarded from all corners
ever SI ce he AWAKENING brought that DEI.LlS|ON with them —A

the idea that CHARACTER-CANNOT—BE—FORMED—BY. it

It must be "GIVEN" as a "GIFT!" It has been our work for two
decades to PROVE that they are OFF-THE—BEAM—!!! HOW
SILLY to see some one hanging halfway up the ladder, or down
on the FIRST ROUND — yelling his head off - that he had MADE
l'l'! He is SAVED-SINLESS-HOLY! Bro. and Sr. White had these
‘WHITE-ROBE FANATICS" to contend with - right from the be-
ginning. "Elder White REBUKED the spirit 0 _ .

agents of the evil one...Satanic inf/uence...sai .

"We call their influence MESMEHISM...BLACKEFi than Egyptian
DARKNESS...WhiIe PROFESSING sanctification they were...
C0!-'iRUPT...their deception was all laid open before me...their
terrible guilt in PHOFESSING ENTIRE HOLINESS, while their
daily acts were OFFENSIVE in the sight of God. Some time
after this, the CHARACTER of these persons were DEVELOPED
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before the people...I was shown (the Fred Wright Devotees)
that those who TRIUMPH, and CLAIM that they are SINLESS,
show in their very BOASTING...and TALK of their own PERFEC-
TTON of HOLINESS with a high degree of SATISFACTION. They
know LITTLE of themselves, and LESS of Christ. T FAR
FROM GOD...the DREGS OF SIN ARE STILL IN HI 4..

TRLLY HOLY, who walk with God like Enoch of Old,
BOASTT-‘UL of their purity...TT-IOSE Wl-I0 TO BE SINLESS
are in the position of the PHARIS$..TT-lEY ARE CONTENT with
their attainments, and hear NOT the blessed words, ‘Thy sins
be forgiven thee.’ 1888 Battle Creek Steam Press — ORIGINAL
'UFE SKETG-IE5‘ p.210—2. (84.)
(B) And so with that we come to EFFORT. No CHARACTER can
be BUILT-FORMED—DEVELOPED-ATTAINED - without ET-TORT.
Although the self—confessed ‘AWAKENING’ are determined to
go to sleep - rather than try. It is a ‘SIN’ to TRY! That is
their song and dance and ever has been. They may have
changed some things — but they have never changed THAT!
Except a few token remarks which the ignorant point to and
say: 'Sl:1E!" We have the "TRUTH!' A dog may have a bone -

but the rest of the cow may be in the belly of a wolf—pack —

seven hills from home.

(A) The WORK of a UFETIME to DEVEl.0P a CHARACTER.
"The T'RlALS of life are God's workmen, to R&lOVE the IM-
PURITTES and ROUGHNESS from our OIARACTHT. Their
hewing, squaring, and chiselling, their burnishing and polishing,
is a painful PROCESS; it is hard to be pressed down to the
grinding wheel...ONLY—HlS-PREClOUS-STONES-ARE-POUSHED
...We also need to learn that TRIALS mean BENH-‘IT, and not to
despise the chastening of the Lord nor faint when we are re-
buked of Him." MB 10-11.

‘THE GRACE of Christ in the soul is DEVHOPING traits of
CHARACTER that are the opposite of SEFISHNESS, — traits
that will refine, ennoble, and enrich the life...Those who have
sought for the DEVHOPMENT and PHTFECTTON of Christian
CHARACTH? by exercising their faculties in good N, will,
in the world to come, REAP that which they ave
throughout eternity." MB 82-3.

"T ach the children that because of God's great love their
may GED...Jesus does not release us from

necessity of 2'’, MB 98-9.
_ 11 _



"Satan tells us that it is of no use; we CANNOT remedy our
defects of CHARACTER...But we may tell the enemy that ”the
BLOOD of Jesus Christ CLEANSETT-I us from all sin." MB 115.

"His words had struck at the very root of their former ideas
and opinions; to obey His teaching would require a CHANGE in
all their HABITS of thought and action. It would bring them
into COLLISION with their religious teachers...FEW were ready
to accept (His Words) as the guide of Life!" MB 147. ”To
pub/icans and harlots His words were the BEGINNING of a NEW
LIFE." MB 129. "THE OLD NATURE...cannot inherit the Kingdom
of God. The hereditary tendencies, the former HABITS, must
be GIVEN UP.‘ MB 141.

"This is the TREASURE for which Christ bids us LABOR. CHAR-
ACTER is the great harvest of Life...EVERY EFFORT that tends
to the FORMATION of Christ-like CHARACTER, is laying up
TREASURE in Heaven.” MB 90.

AREN'T THESE QUOTATIONS REALLY WONDERFUL - ???

WHAT A BLESSING T0 PRINT THEM

WHAT A COMFORT TO READ THEM - and believe them!

"Moral PERFECTION is required of a/l...STRIVE FOR PERFECTION
...This is the EDUCATION that will endure unto Eternal Life...But
Christ has given us NO ASSURANCE that to ATTAIN PERFEC-
TION OF CHARACTER (BRINSMEAD and FROOM both SNEERED
at ‘A TTAINING" perfection of Character!)

"...to ATTAIN to PERFECTION of CHARACTER is (not) an easy
matter. A noble al/—round CHARACTER is not inherited. It
does not come by accident. A noble CHARACTER is EARNED
by individual EFFORT through the merits and GRACE of Christ.
(What does God give? A CHARACTER? A NATURE?)

"God gives the TALENTS, the powers of the mind; WE-FORM-
TT-IE-CHARACTER. It is FORMED by stern hard BATTLES with
SHJ-'. Conflict after conflict must be waged against hereditary
tendencies...LEI' NO ONE SAY I can not REMEDY my defects of
CHARACTER. If you come to this decision, you will certainly
FAIL of obtaining Everlasting Life. - 12 —



The IMPOSSIBIUTY lies in your own WILL. If you WILL NOT,
then you CANNOT overcome...Then set your mark high, and
STEP by STEP, even though it be by painfu - by self-
denial and sacrifice, ascend the whol of the ladder of
progress. Let NO7'I-IING hinder you.. I very grace of
CHARACTER...the CHARACTER FORM ng to the Divine
likeness is the ONLY TREASURE that we can take from this
world to the next...Christ says, / am at your right hand to HE.P
you. As the WILL of man cooperates with the WILL of God, it
becomes OMNIP07ENT.' COL 331-3. 1900.

(B) And so with that — we come to EFFORT—!!!

(A) The WORK of a UFETIME to develop a CHARACTER. The
only TREASURE we can take from this world to the next. COL
332.
(B) DEVELOP it by making an
a concerted ATTACK against 3 — as was made by the
self—sty|ed "AWAKENING!" — wh owed the pattern laid out
by FRO0M—ANDERSON-HEPPEN$TALL—VENDEN - and company!

‘NEVER was there such

TWO MAJOR PROPOSITIONS:
(1) Make no EFFORT! It is a SIN to TRY! Venden says to TRY
to behave - only makes matters WORSE! The wrong Wright -

called it a DOUBLE SIN! When we SAY this - the dupes that
follow them get MAD! Then when we PROVE it by QUOTING
chapter and verse — they get DOUBLY MAD! Do you think it is
a simple matter to DOCUMENT THIS BIIDENCE — ??? Try it
and see!

THE OLD FRED REl_lGl0N: (Not fit for a Hog) -

"A man who dreams that he can ATTAIN to GRACE by DOING
all that is in his power, adds SIN to SIN — and is DOUBLY
GUILTY!‘ p.16. "The Messenger of Living Righteousness."
November 1967. "Judgment Hour Publishing Company."
(2) From the SAME source — you will find "CHRIST" waiting for
you — clear OUT of the Sanctuary itself! Did not Sr. White say
that at the last - there would be a HATRED of the Sanctuary
Truths that would be "SATANlC!" CWE 52-4. SM 1:46-8. Ev.
221 -5.360. Sanctuary Truths FOUNDATION of our Faith. Ev.
221. PROBATION closes when Christ leaves MHP. T2:691.
WINDS held until...EW 36. GO 614. Then He will clothe Himself
with garments of VENGEANCE. EW 36. T2:190,691. MHP
Sanctuary Truths as essential to our Salvation as Death on the
Cross. GC 489. Warning against NEW THEORIES. Ev. 224-5.

_ 13 ..



MIDNIGHT CRY to prepare men for Sanctuary Truths. EW 260-
1. Church and World that rejects Truth - will suffer DESTRUC-
TION and RUIN more terrible than on Jerusalem of Old. GC
614.

IMAGINE — at a time like this — just as the winds are about to
let go — we are assaulted with the "NEW LIGHT!" — going the
rounds of the SDA Campmeetings in 1978 — ‘GOD DOES NOT
DESTROY!" ”Shall IDOLS be smuggled in? Shall false prin-
ciples and false precepts be brought into the Sanctuary? Shall

be respected?" CWE 96.

KNOW HOW TO BE LOST? Very simple. Just play DUMB — couldn't
care LESS — “CARI.-lESS and INDIFFERENT" _(EW

1). ”His angels THOSE who made ..

270.) ’’If any WI not be PURIFlED...and O ERCOME their
SEFISHNESS their PRIDE, and EVIL PASSIONS h Angels of
God have the charge: "They are joined to their let them
alone," and they PASS ON to their work H

their sinful traits UNSUBDUED, to the
ANGE.S..." T1.'187. (Read the blessed promise to those who
do OVERCOME..."THEY will receive the LATTER RAIN.‘ (Same. )
Which is the LOUD CRY? T1:183. which the FOOUSH VIRGINS
do not even RECOGNIZE! TM 300,507,399.

LOVE DOES IT All? "Remember that DUTY has a twin sister, LOVE;

these UNITED can accomplish almost EVERYTHING, but sepa-
rated, NEITHER is capable of GOOD!‘ T4:62, 27. T3:108, 195.
COL 143. PK 675.

‘LOVE those best who love Christ most. seven THE BANDS
WHICH HAVE BOUND YOU to those who LOVE NOT God and the
truth. What communion hath LIGHT with DARKNESS?‘ T2:48.

"They talk much of FEHJNG; they speak of their Lg
But God does not recognize thei for it is a if
the Enemy.” Ev. 597. 1900.

FOR ENDLESS YEARS — HMSR of the VOP — and the R&H have
been preaching — (Did NO ONE try to

stop them?) — "God loves ALL men EVERYWHERE and as long
as LIFE shall LAST?‘ Then there is no SEAUNG while Christ is
in the MHP of the Heavenly Sanctuary? There is no Close of
Probation? - 1.4.-It -



No seven last plagues‘? No WRATH of God without mercy? On
those very SDA Ministers? T5:211—2. (And ALL who listen to
them.) READ the reference and see...EW 282.

[ID YOU HEl_P PAY — for 30,000 copies that said this: HMSR
‘THE DAY THE WORLD ENDS." p.28.

(HMSR — FOAMING AT THE MOUTH!) "GOD S0 LOVED" white
men, red men, black men, brown men, yellow men, mixed
men, those who are part this and part that — all the wretched,
degraded, bloodthirsty, fierce, superstitious, war—/ike, animal-
Iike human beings who ever lived.

“GOD SO LOVED‘ what? - the civilized world? Yes, and
the savage. The cultured? Yes, and the illiterate...the Meth-
odists, the Baptists, the Jewish people in their synagogues, the
Mus/ems in their mosques, the pagan and the heathen at their
cannibal feasts, the skeptics, atheists, and all others — God
loves all men...

"He loves all men - mankind, the world - none excluded.
He loves the world of sinners. The big circle of His love takes
us all in...” HMSFI. (The Old Man.) p.28.

THE BIBLE - ‘LOVES...
THE TESTIMONIES - 'FlATTERY is an art by which Satan lieth
in wait to deceive and to PUFF UP the human agent with HIGH
THOUGHTS of himself. BEWARE lest any man SPOIL you
through PHILOSOPHY and VAIN DECEIT...Pl-?AlSE, FLATTEHY,
and INDULGENCE have done MORE toward leading precious
souls into false paths, than ANY OTHER art that Satan has
devised...come to think that they are EFFICIENT and WORTHY,
and become PUFFED UP in their fleshly minds.” FCE 304.

it has always been the way of the true Prophets of God,
seeking to WARN the wicked of their evil ways - for His
testimony to be made of none effect by the false prophets who
teach SMOOTH THINGS, say PEACE and SAFETY, and promise
the wicked - iF_|_E_. (And LOVE.) They will win the empty-
heads (chaff) - every time. No wonder they will be so MAD
when they discover the deception - TOO LATE! EW 282.
Embolding men in sin. DA 34-5. Second Advent will SUR-
PRISE false teachers who say PEACE and SAFETY. TM 233.
Called ‘DUMB DOGS" that will not bark. T5:211. These Ad-
ventist Leaders will be the FIRST to be DESTROYED. T5:212.
Laodicean Message is Q a PEACE and SAFETY MESSAGE.
T3:252. Nor are their ideas of FALSE SANCTIFICATION. T1:335.
Who will fail to help them in the Time of Trouble.

_ _



HMSR: "GOD LOVES the people who believe in Christ and
THOSE WHO CRUCIFIED HIM.‘ p.28. ‘THE DAY THE WORLD
ENDS.‘ Jan. 1, 1969. VOP.

"Beloved, believe not every spirit. But try the spirits whether
they are of God: because many FALSE PROPHETS are gone out
into the World...THEY are of the World: therefore...the World
heareth THEM.‘ 1 John 4:1,5.

’’If any man LOVE the Worl LOVE of the Father is NOT in
him...ye have heard tha __ géshall come...TI-IEY WEIVT

OUT FROM US..." (BACK

gall workers of INIOUITY.” Ps. 5:5. ”Thou shalt
;, A hem...the Lord will _________ the bloody and deceitful
man. Ps. 5:6. "God is .; with the wicked EVERY DAY.”
Ps. 7:11. ’’If he TURN NOT, He will whet His Sword...THE IN-
STRUMENTS OF DEATH." Ps. 7:12-3.

"The Lord trieth the‘RIGHTEOUS' b t the WICKED and him that
/oveth VIOLENCE His soul §{f’_ Ps. 11:5. ”Upon the
WICKED He shall rain snares, FIRE and BRIMSTONE, and a
horrible TEMPEST: this shall be the portion of their cup.” Ps.

11:6.

”The Lord shall CUT OFF all FLATTERING LIPS, and the tongue
that speaketh proud things." Ps. 12-3. "Lord, who shall abide
in Thy Tabernacle? Who shall dwell in Thy Holy Hill? He that
walketh UPRIGHTLY, and worketh RIGHTEOUSNESS, and
speaketh the %in his heart." Ps. 15.'1,2.

NOW - for the first time in your life - go through the :

and see how the Lord will — "BREAK THEIR TEETH, O God, in
their mouth...TAKE THEM AWAY as with a WHIRLWIND, both
living, and in his The RIGHTEOUS shall REIOICE when
he seeth the VENGEANQE he shall wash his feet in the BLOOD
of the WICKED." Ps. 58:6, 9, 10. This puts an END to those who
say neither we nor God should DESTROY! them
with DOUBLE DESTRUCTION!‘ Jer. 17:18. them
which DESTROY the Earth." Rev. 11:18. ”But God sha

oth it and them." 1 Cor. 6:13. “...as a consuming FIRE
He shall? §.?.;?them." Deut. 9:3. "Should__est thou... LOVE
them that HATE the Lord? Therefore is 3 upon thee..." 2
Chron. 19:2. - 16 -



HMSR: "DID GOD l_;ovE the apostle John? Yes, and?
Mary? Yes, and M _ '..Abel? Yes, and HE LOVES
ALL MEN — MANKIND, ms WORLD — NONE EX ubi5o.' p.28.

. Voiceless Prophecy,

"MANY will stand iriOLB pulpits with the torch of
PHECY irwzeir hands, kindled from the hellish torch "f'§atan."
TM 409. "DAMNABLE I-EESIES"...These false teachers arising
IN—THE-CHURCH and accounted mus..." AA 535.

HMSR: (BABBLING like a BABBLING BABYLON|AN:)
”H.M.S.Fl‘lCHAFiDS Sr., of Voice of Prophecy worldwide broad-
casts, came to believe profoundly in - and then ever to preach
- righteousness by faith in all his fullness...we quote from a

personal letter dated May 22, 1967...it reveals the secret of his
ministry...

”Then, at a workers’ meeting in Pennsylvania I heard A.G.
Daniells' special studies... What a feast that was!...l secured a
copy of E.J.Wagonner's ‘CHRIST AND HIS RIGHTEOUSNESS'
(1890), which I still have in my library. This I read with great
joy. Then there was Professor PRESCO‘IT'S book...It helped
confirm my faith in preaching the gospel which saves the
sinner through faith —- FAITH ONLY, PLUS NOTHING, AND MINUS
NOTHING.

"About the time I was leaving college, I read JOHN WES-
LEY'S JOURNAL. Ever since, he has been one of my favorite
authors. alized that all his f of righteousness
availed Glorious truth dawned upon him...

"The difference, of course, between justification by FAITH
and justification by WORKS is so great that the establishment
of the means the overthrow of the other. WE CANNOT
HAVE ' FHOGI. ‘MOVEMENT OF DESTINY." p.616-9.
(Setting forth the RICHARDS-WAGGONEFFAWAKENING RELI-
GION FOR KEY '73.)_ -

EGW: (Choose ye this day.)
"Many at the present day sa ONLY BHJEVE, and
live. ’_f FAITH and WORKS 90 _. BEIJEVING and DOING
are -. 1 SM 1:373. (And 100 more!)

HMSR: (BABBUNG on January 1, 1969:)
”We cannot work our way to Heaven by keeping God's com-
mandments faithful observance of God's law cannot save
us...FAITH 3%.." p.16. "THE DAY THE WORLD ENDS.‘

-17-



FACT #1 — No one has, no one will - keep the LAW without the
GRACE and POWER of God and His Holy Spirit. So what is all
the clattering of human lips about "KEEPING!" the LAW does
not help? SNEERINGLY IMPLYING that it is EASY for anyone to
KEEP—THE-—LAW if they so wish. Why speak of IMPOSSIBILITIES
— Satan had to find out that WITHOUT CHRIST the LAW-CAN-
NOT—BE-KEPT — (Period!)
FACT #2 - So why beat a DEAD HORSE? Saying over and
over again you cannot win the race BY—KEEPlNG—THE—LAW!
You certainly C win the race by keeping the LAW! "Here
are they that the COMMANDMENTS..." So if they KEEP
the commandments - they were JUSTIFIED LONG BEFORE — for
no one CAN—KEEP—THE-COMMANDMENTS without all Heaven on
his side! "...apart from Christ N0—0NE—CAN—DO-GO0D-
WORKS. " SM 1:373.

”The only correct standard of CHARACTER is the LAW of
God; and it is IMPOSSIBLE for those who make that LAW their
RULE OF LIFE; to j in confidence and brotherhood (with
Billy Graham), with those who turn the TRUTH of God into a

LIE, and regard DIVINE AUTHORITY as a thing of naught.
"Between the worldly man and the one who is faithfully

serving God, TI-IERE—IS—A—GREA T—GUL.F—FlXED...One c/as
ripening as WHEAT for themgarner of God, the other as

of
purpose (In KEY '73!) or action between them? Know ye not
that the FRIENDSHIP of the World is ENMITY with God? Who~

is

at How can there be UNITY

soever therefore WILL BE a FRIBVD of the World - lS—THE—

ENL-JWY—OF-GOD. No man can serve two masters...We can not
sanction their course by assembling with them at their FEASTS
and THEIR (WCC) COUNCILS, where God does not preside...We
should be FALSE LlGHTS...leading souls to RUIN.‘ RH 6:53.
August 25, 1910.

"There is no such thing as NEUTRAUTY...Christ is to be formed
WITHIN, the hope of glory. Man cannot accept the RIGHT-
EOUSNESS OF CHRIST, to be a living, abiding principle in the
soul, withouta TRANSFORMATION of the entire CHARACTER...
Those who garnish the soul with SflF—PRAlSE and FLATI'ERY,
prepare the way for the SEVEN—0THER-SPIRITS more wicked
than the first." RH 4:127. December 12, 1899.

"Remember therefore from whence thou art FALLEN, and RE-
PENT, and do the first or else I will come unto thee
quickly, and will remove thy candlestick out of his place,
except thou REPENT."

-18-



'’I am instructed to say that these words (FIRST CHURCH
EPHESUS CONDITION), are applicable to Seventh-day Adven-
tists in their present condition...Unless there is a RE-CONVER-

there . will soon be such a lack of Godliness that mewill bamsptasented by the BARRHV FIG rnt:I:'...under
+.=.,,3,;e-‘tits GHE of an offended God, the fig tree withered away.

' God help His people to make an APPLICATION of this lesson
WHfl.E—Tl'EE—IS-STILL-TIME." RH 4:385. Feb. 25, 1902.

4».

HMSR: ‘You can KNOW that you are READY.’ p.17. Jan. 1,

1969.

EGW: "The EVIL that led to Peter's fall, and that shut out the
PHARISEE from communion with God, is proving the RUIN of
THOUSAMJS today. There is NOTHING so offensive to God, or
so dangerous to the human soul, as PRIDE and SE1.F-
SUFFIGHUCK Of all SINS it is the most HOPHESS, the most
lNCURABl£...never to be taught to say or to feel that they are
SAVED. IHIS-IS-MISLEADING." COL 154-5.

(A) AN ma SLAVE? "It is " " ,_ ,_ char-
acter for the future, immortal life. It is that we are to
PREPARE for the searching judgment...making the most of that
which remains by being co—workers with God is His great plan

of

of the Royal Family, a
time." COL 342-3. 1900.

(B) BY N0 EFFORT? “The garden of the heart must be CULTI-
VA TED. The soul must be broken up by deep REPENTANCE for
sin, poisonous, Sat ’ ts must be UPROOTED. The soil
once o_\A_/ergrown b : can be reclaimed ONLY by diligent

.. ies of the NATURAL HEART can be
OVEICOME-ONLY-BY—EAHNEST in the name and
strength of Jesus...Break up your fallow ground, and saw not
among thorns...cooperate with Him...So the sowers have
something to 5‘ that the seed may not be choked with
1HORN$...Let all be taught that they are...to DENY natural in-
clination...The plowshare of TRUTH will do its work. It will
break up the fallow ground. It will not merely cut off the
TOPS of the 77-l0FlNS, but will take them OUT by the ROOTS
...Man has his 3: to in promoting the growth of the
grain. He must prepare and enrich the SOIL and cas '

SEE). He must TILL the fields...Let man put forth his
to the UTMOST LIMIT... - 19 -V"



...SANCTIFICATION is the Of a LIFETIME” COL 56-
8, 63, 65.

(C) A-B-0 — of religion as set forth in FCE 304 — the FIRST
thing is to BEWARE of DOUBLE—MINDED men who are unstable
in ALL their ways. FCE 300 _— the SUAVE—AFFABLE—HONEY—
TONGUED—OILY-BLACKGUARD who WINS and SEDUCES with
the age-old PLAY — 'FI.ATTERY!" "FLATI‘EI?Y is an art by
which Satan lieth in wait to deceive and to PUFF UP the
human agent with HIGH THOUGHTS ("Visions of Grandeurl") of
HIMSHF. BEWARE lest any man SPOIL you through PHILO-
SOPHY and VAIN DECElT...PRAISE, FLA TIERY, and INDULGENCE
have done MORE toward leading precious souls into FALSE
PATHS than any other art that Satan has devised...THlNK that
they are EFFICIENT (SA VED—HOLY—SINLESS!) and WOFITHY,
and become PUFFED UP in their FLESHLY MIND. They become
INTOXICATED...UNBALANCED...FAST in the of Satan.
COL 304.

ABLE CHARMERS — like Fred Wright — irresponsibly latch on to
disconnected statements, or fasten on a word — such as “COM-
PLETE!' — and neither he nor his followers seem to care that
the word was never given the MEANING they attach to it. "The
FORMATION of a noble CHARACTER is the WORK of a LIFETIME,
and must be the RESULT of diligent EFFORT.“ PP 223. These
"AWAKENERS" have come from Australia at the request of his
Satanic Majesty — to embalm the seared conscience — wanting
N0 "FORMATION" by NO "WORK" and certainly N0 “LIFETIME”
nor any ‘EFFORT!’ This was where Satan himself fell. GC
669. ALSO THE SADDUCEES. DA 604.

Thus the greatest living Master of Folly — FLATTERS them to
IMAGINE they are SO BEAUTIFUL as to be SINLESS-SAVED-
NOTHING—WANTING and COMPLETE! On the INSTANT! GC 471.

Thus we have the PARADOX of the road ahead of us is a
"LIFETIME!" of "STEPS" - but the heady wine they sip has the
adverse effect to beguile them into the mirror on the wall
telling them they are “COMPLETE!” —' NOW! TODAY!

IS THAT ACCORDING TO EI.LEN WHITE? “WE ARE TO BE "com—
plete in Him." FCE 303. "God does not look with favor upon
those SELF—CONFIDENT ones who loudly exclaim, "I am sancti-
fied, I am holy, I am sin/ess.“ 71-lESE—ARE-PHAFIISEES...Man is
to make the most strenuous EFFORTS to OVERCOME the
tempter,... — 20 -



...to SUBDUE NATURAL PASSlONS...RESISTANCE of TI-JMPTA 110N
must come from MAN, who must draw his POWER from God.
Thus he becomes a co-partner with Christ...CHARACTER...is
FORMED by patient, continuous EFFORT...step by step, by the
CULTIVATION of the virtues which God commends...Thus man
GROWS...such PERFECTTON of CHARACTER that in th Heaven-?_. . -

ly Courts the words are spoken, ‘Ye are ____, in Him.
RH 5:414-6. May 21&28, 1.908.

in Him." RH 6:280. 1912."...they WILL BE made
"We need the discipline so essential to the DEVI-IOPMENT OF
COMPLETENESS of Christian CHARACTER." RH 6:439.

”Are we STRIVING with all our God-given powers to REACH the
measure of the stature of men and women in Christ?...7RYING
to ATTAIN to the PERFECTION of His CHARACTER? WHEN
GOD'S SEHVANTS REACH THAT POINT, they will be SEALED...
They will be COMPLEIE..." RH 6:519. Feb. 7, 1957.

the point. They

The last reference is also one of 100 more that tells us, (CON-
TRARY to the FIW bilge) that God's chosen people will be
TRYING. So there goes the WAGGONER—BABYLON—FIW super-
stition that "It is not by TRYING - it is by DYING.‘

"MINISTERS of DARKNESS, blind leaders of the blind. ”Clouds
they are without water, carried about of winds; trees whose
fruit withereth, without fruit, TWICE DEAD, plucked up by the
roots." TM 81,155,451. COR 36. RH 1:208; 2:423.

ITISNOTBY-TIIYING-l'|'lSBYDYlllG-'!??

Those seeking to be amused and entertained by such WAG-
GONER—BABYLON doctrines of demons - accordin to TM 81
just quoted -V are not only DEAD - but

Certainly if they are so far gone - that they imagine them-
selves to be “COMPLETE!” — or 'SlNLESS!" - or "SAVED!' — or

however else they are 'PUFFED UP IN THEIR FI.ESHLY MIND.”
We know the World will fall for that — and because of which
will add spiritual death to their bodies lying around the World,
neither gathered, nor lamented, nor buried - IN LITERAL
DEATH! As those on the AUSTRALIAN AUTOBAHN happily on
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their way to tell more people that it is not by “TRYING!” - it is
by “DYING!” So they were struck — "TWICE DEAD!" — by the
Hammer of God — Sept. 23, 1978. (May there by many more
happy returns!) In the Seven Last Plagues. Even at the doors.
Because they have departed from the Third Angel's Message
Faith...in the Most Holy Place.

WE ARE DEALING WITH MINDS —if some of these people would
TRUST - their own minds — and look up the INDEX! They might
be ASTOUNDED! to find p.1704—1732. What is that? SOLID
PAGES! dealing with MIND CONTROL/MIND SCIENCE — and much
more in "PSYCHOLOGY" now advanced with DRUG THERAPY
into "PSYCHIATRY" — Adventists thought they had found the
secret of life in TOADSTOOL “OPERATION WHITE-COAT!“ LSD
25. With NICHOLS of the R&H. Also with COON—MlND—

CONTROL - but they both BACKFIRED and we hear little of it
now. Now we have “ANIMAL MAGNETISM" and "SENSITIVITY
ENCOUNTERS" — Fred Wright style.

THE FRED WRIGHT FORMULA - with some knowledge of "MIND
CONTROL“ — we recognize the PATTERN as employed by Uncle
Fred. Since he discovered the "SECRET" - as employed by
YOGI HINDUISM — and SENSITIVITY ENCOUNTERS — the art of
letting the MIND GO BLANK - and then the GREAT GENIE
appears to drive away all fears and cares —

THE SCIENCE OF MIND CONTROL — as practiced by MESMER—
ISTS—HYPNOTISTS—SPIRITISTS - as almost everyone knows —

is to let the MIND GO BLANK — ”Sleep-Sleep-$leep—Relax—let
yourself go...!" And the Testimonies warn that is when the
enemy comes in — to the EMPTY chambers — and THAT is the
religion of Frederic Thomas Wright...

SPIRITUAL—WIFE WAGGONER — HE KNOWS? "...this is NO
BETTER illustrated than by E.J.WAGGONER in his book "Christ
and His Righteousness“ (1890) p.86-7 where he says, ”How
many people...have RESOLVED. and RESOLVED again...Their
experience was one of CONSTANT STRUGGLEjgaimt sin...but
a CONSTANT DEFEAT AS WELL..( You see? Just because some
YAHOO FAILED...he sets up a FORMULA...do not TRY! That
ought to do it! That was 1890 - by 1901 he came to the GC
Session with more ‘PRECIOUS SPIRITUAL LIGHT" — that one not
rightly a "MARRIAGE PARTNER" may be in the life to come, so
this allowed "A PRESENT SPIRITUAL UNION“ — "ENTHUSED"
with this idea. p.313. "THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY" by
OLSON-WHITE - "DOCTRINES OF SATANIC ORIGIN” - EGW.)
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Yet that is so wonderful FTW hands that to us in his 257—page
book ‘LIVING FflGHTEOUSI.Y' — June 1970.

AND THE YAHOOS — that come to his meetings in 1978 - as
Like attracts Like — and Like appreciates Like — and Like be-
comes like Like — (PP 176. MB 25,81. SG 2:201. T5:136,463,
705,696.)

PK 210-2 HAS THE FORMULA — but there is too much MISSING
there so we go to the ORIGINAL — RH 6:397. Jan. 15, 1914.
'AHAZlAH...."did evil "..."He served BAAL'...to make inquiry of
BAAL—ZEBUB, the god of H(RON...met by HJJAI-l..."ye go to
inquire of_ BAAL-EUB?'...thus saith the Lord, Thou shalt...
QIHEY DlE".-_Men today...are worshipping at Satan's shrine
..-Sa tanic WITG-lERY...SPlI-?ITUALlSTlC MHJIlM1S...under a differ-
ent form... BY—MOHE-PLEASlNG—FOFlMS—-0F—SPlH'lTISM, such
as the EJMAIIIE. MOVEMBVT...Christian Science...Theosophy
and other Oriental religions...The apostles of nearly all forms of
S’IFllTlSM claim ‘ to have POWER to CURE the diseased
.-.MAGNETlSM...or to LAIEVT (FTW) FORCES within the MIND...
go to these l£ALET?S...Cl.AIFlVOYANT or MAGNETIC HEALER,
and she trusts her dear one to his charge, placing it as verily
in the hand of SATAN...to ask help of the WORST ENHIY of his
people...from the POWES OF DARKNESS...the SORCE?Y of
SATAN.‘ HH 6:397. (PK 210-2.)

HOW WAS THAT AGAIN—??? See your library for ‘EMMANUEL
MOVEMENT‘ — YAHOO—YAHVISM! Now swarming at the FTW
meetings! SPIRITUAUSTS! BAAL-ZEBUB! Threatened to take
over the Church - the Prophets of God (Elijah!) had to DRIVE-
THEM—OUT! (See your large LIBRARY and look up TEI'RA—
GRAMIVIATON...) Yahweh- Yahweh— Yahweh- Yahweh-

'By the NAME of JESUS O-IRIST of Nazareth, whom ye cruci-
fied...Neither is there salvation IN ANY OTI-IE? NAME under
Heaven...whereby ye must be saved." EW 193-4.

MI.LlONS of people have proven the POWER in the Name of
Jesus - and that NAME will go through to the end. "The
BATILE raged...the ARMY following the banner with the inscrip-
tion, "The commandments of God, and the faith of JESUS’ was
gloriously THILIOPI-lANT.' T8:41. ‘As they BY FAITH enter the
MOST HOLY - they find JESUS.‘ EW 255. (Not YAHWEI-Ill

BUT AT THE MEJFORD, OREGON FIW MEETINGS - they find
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"YAHWEH!“ OUT of the Sanctuary entirely - way OUT in the
"OUTER COURT!" (Or in the FIRST VACATED APARTMENT with
their D.L.FRlEND.)

PERHAPS THE BIG THREE — in Austria and Germany — were
happily humming this to themselves as they hurtled into
destiny —

"Now go to Him...And WHERE will we FIND Him? The great
meeting place between God and man is the CROSS of
Chr/'st...in the COURTYARD of the Sanctuary. THERE you
will FIND the Master as the Great High Priest WAITING for
us. (SAME as RDB in his ADA p.41. SAME as GROTI-lEER—
THOUGHT PAPER Nov. 1978. p.6. SAME as LESLIE HARDINGE
— GC SESSION. R&H. June 19, 1970. p.9, 10. SAME as

ATF.)

WHERE will you FIND Christ "in actual FACT?‘ It is one thing

to speak of it SYMBOLICALLY or go back and review the story
of the Cross — REMEMBER what it COST...but to LITERALIZE a

SYMBOL is a violation of all EXEGISIS. (Yes! I can use those
words also - if I have to.)

And that is the fatal mistake he makes with his Old Thornbush
Theory. LITERALIZING what is only a SYMBOL and NOT the
SYMBOL he attempts to portray. We will come to it. Stay
with us. Now we are dealing with him and the other AWAKEN-
ING LEADERS "findin£Christ on the Cross — CRUCIFYING HIM
AFRESH!

Sr. White says to “WATCH THEM!" So let us follow this false
prophet around. The boxed-in quote shown above — he put in
his early papers such as “ACCEPTABLE CONFESSION." Sr.
White says sins are "FORGIVEN" only in the MOST HOLY PLACE
since 1844. GC 430. 1884 GC 269. EW 48,72,280,256. That
prayers offered OUTSIDE the MHP are "USELESS!" EW 261. As
"USELESS!" as the Jew offering the Blood of Beasts. "In vain
do the! worship Me...’

A lot of commotion — activity - ceremony - pious slobber — all
for "NOTHING!" The unbelieving JEWS are COMING DOWN! RH
3:336-8,343—4,632. DA 628. (See changes!) COMING DOWN
together with the AMERICA that supports them! And supports
ROMANISM! '’...will and only in NATIONAL RUIN!‘ 1884 G0 410.
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JUSTlFlCATlON—BY—FAlTH — since 1844. No matter what WAG-
GONER or the followers of WAGGONER say - is found ONLY in
— "...the HOLIEST of the Heavenly Sanctuary. As they BY
FAITH enter the MOST HOLY, they find JESUS..." EW 255.

Butit seems to be the way of incorrigible Homo Sapiens to go
CONTRARY to EVERYTHING the Lord says. So the AWAKENING
CARROUSEL comes along...

EXACTLY as PREDICTED by the pen of ELLEN G. WHITE — (See
EW 56. PT 71 -2. Or see last few lines of second paragraph of
1846 BROADSIDE, and is why we are the world's largest dis-
tributors of that BROADSIDE. Originally they only printed 250.
We have by this time sent out over 10,000 with another 5,000.
on their way. Ask for as many as you can use. These are
good to send to ANYONE...)

THERE YOU WILL FIND: ”I saw one after another LEAVE the
COMPANY who were praying to Jesus in the HOLIEST, and go
and JOIN those before the (vacated) throne, and-they—at—once
received the unholy influence of Satan." (Broadside. )

FRED WRIGHT in 1969 writes to D.L.FRlEND in America - to
compare notes — but the Australian confederacy preferred to
go by WAGGONER-FROOM, and deny the Sanctuary Truths
entirely - and came to America (things are moving FAST now!)
to "GATHER ABOUT!" to "GATHER AT!“ and Old Fred came a
little closer "TO THE DOOR!‘ of the Sanctuary. To this day not
one of them will go IN! (Except by lip-service!-)

BUT HOW DO YOU HARMONIZE — "ACCEPTABLE CONFESSlON"
- (FTW) - ”...he is ready to make confession ("ACCEPTABLE
CONFESSIONQ full and ACCEPTABLE - AT-THE—DOOR of the
Sanctuary.” p.23.

"...to the ALTAR of burnt offering, a type of the CROSS.
THEFi‘E—7HE—PHIEST—A WAITS-HIM...the simple CONDITIONS of
ACCEPTABLE CONFESSION." p.13. (FTW.)

”He KNOWS that his need will be supplied AT—THE-DOOR-OF-
THE-SANCTUAHY." p.20—1. And the infamous CHART! (RDB—
FTW.)

(The chart that HUDSON brought to America as the 'ESSENCE"
of the Australian excitement. Displayed by RDB in ADA 41 —
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Featured on the back page of Hudson's "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT‘
Series A. No.2, June 1960. “AUSTRALIAN DIVISION COMMIT-
TEE'S REPORT REVIEWED‘ (RDB 1960) — p.23. "WEIGHED IN
THE BALANCE" (RDB 1960) - p.59.)

And since Y(l.l_ and LOU and_ YOU — were well trained by
FROOM'S MASSIVE ONSI.AUGHT — to say NOTHING and do NO-
THING - ‘BY SILENCE GIVING CONSENT" — the thing took off
like a rocket — until they were seen running around handing it
to the world - "FOR MASS DISTRIBUTION!"

REALLY THINKING — they were doing the "Work of the Lord."
The Heavenly Sanctuary DOOR was not open in 1844 - so the
Saints are 'ASLEEP AT THE DOOR" - and will FIRST go in at
the “SEALING” of the 144,000. And there was "NOT A MAN IN

ISRAEL‘ to be found that would see anything WRONG with that
wonderful deception of his Satanic Majesty...taking us OUT of
the SANCTUARY ENTIREI.Y!

THE PARADOX IS AND REMAINS — THE BEARD "YAHVISTS"
from the BLAKE CAMP - taking each other to COURT — fled to
the “PROMISED LAND‘ (Graham Camp) — where their tithes and
offerings and labor — aided and abetted the "FIRST APART-
MENT” — D.L.FRIEND PREMISE — but now that the Lord BURNT
that place to the ground — they come to MEDFORD, OREGON
and just as readily fall for the GREATEST HOTTEN—TOT PAN-
THEISM of all time — their ‘CHRIST’ floats in and out of Holy
Places like a phantom! At least BABYLON has not fallen that
LOW! They at least, with D.L.FRlEND — expect something IN
the Sanctuary. Not O_UT of it!

EVEN DOROTHY GRAHAM TOOK AFTER THEM FOR THAT! But
they prefer this: (Frederic Thomas Wright) — "...casting out the
Ido/s...We must come to the Lord, who will meet us at the foot
of the Cross the DOOR of the Sanctuary and 71-IERE fully con-
fess...and by LIVING FAITH know that He has taken it aIl...Go
your way KNOWING that you are a NEW CREATION...that you
are FINISHED with that Sin...” p.38. "ACCEPTABLE CON-
FESSION!"

"And WHERE will you find Him?...in the COURTYARD of the
Sanctuary...T7-IE CROSS...Go to Him and you will find Him
THERE..." Thatwas p.14 of 1965 "FROM BONDAGE TO DELI-
VERANCE.“ (FTW.) Like the chief "YAHVIST" Prophets keep
HAMMERING away — DINNING into your MIND - if you do not
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RESIST it and put an')(' in the column every time they do
that — if you SUBMIT tn the MESMERISTIC Yahweh-
Yahweh-Yahweh — first thing you know — YOU will be saying
it!

WRIGHT USES THE SAME MIND-EXPANDING SCIENCE The
SECRET of how to get RID of the "OLD LIFE‘ — WAGGONER
SAYS...(too bad he couldn't do it!)...A NEW LIFE...NBN UFE...
E.J.WAGGONER on p.16_..When can you have it? RIGHT NOW!
...WAGGONE-‘I CONT1NIE...any person TRYING to keep God's
LAW...AN ABSOLUTE IRPOSSIBIUTYI — Hammer-Hammer-Ham-
mer—Yammer-Yammer—Yammer — until he feels he has beaten
your brains soft enough to give his FINAL PUNCH! Below the
belt.

AS THE ADVENTISTS DI) — he CHANGES the writings of ELLB4
G. WHITE! This 1965 ‘From Bondage to Deliverance" p.15 -

"Look at the words have in ’Steps to Christ,’ Now go to Him
and ask that he will % IT.‘ ...You don't want that wretched
OLD UFE..He has prorrised to take it...And now in its place,
according to His promise, accept from Him, His own precious
LIFE What a GIFT! ‘It is yours if you will but reach out your
hand and grasp it." What a promise!...BE POSl71VE.' (Em-
phasis added.) p.15.

THAT was the Fred Wright religion — right from beginning to
end. That was 1965 — but when HOEI-IN sent his papers to
‘MRS-’ Fred Wright (one favor deserves ANOTHER!) — when he
was gone to America with that mini-skirted secretary — he no
doubt heard some music when he came home! Not only had
he ADDED those last two words shown: ‘DO IT!‘ but as the
Adventists dovlall the time — flip the whole thing BACKWARDS -

put FIRST things LAST aid LAST things FIRST. (See RH 1:9 -

"PT SERIES" August 1849.)

It tells you right there — the FIRST part was slipped into EW
42-5 as they split it RIG-IT—IN-TWO! And they even show you
that the LAST part they slipped AHEAD into EW 36-8.

But even then — they LE! For they DO-NOT-TEI.L—YOU that
they LEI’ OUT the KEY PARAGRAPH — the KEY to all the
Testimories that FOLLIXIEDI For this was the FIRST THING
PRINTED in the 'PRESBlI' TRUTH‘ Series. They put this on the
R&H URIAH SMITH chopging block - cut it in TWO - lopped off
the FIRST PARAGRAPH — tossed it in the discard bin to be sent
to the dump! — 27 —



SWAPPED the rest of it End for End - what do they say when
the butcher does that? TRAINED to hide the cuts by turning
things inside out — II!

THE KEY PARAGRAPH sent to the dump — shows the things
written there for the PRESENT 1849 TIME - "...and our duty in
view of the COMING-COMING-COMING judgments of God."
(LEFT OUT of EW 36-45 ENTIRELYI)

So a whole denomination took off - (German Reform) -_ with
five branches — all believing that "NOW in the SEALING TIME"
meant 1849! Thus all the things that are going to happen in
the “VERY SHORT" Sealing Time - are all no more than a hill
of beans! This is what it means to “CHANGE TIMES AND
LAWS " as the BEAST did — and now the Image doing the
same.

And so Fred Wright — being a good Seventh—Day Adventist
Minister — does the same. "Steps to Christ" said: "Now go to
him, and ask that he will..." (Here Fred Wright interjects:
"...he will Do what? Give you a - “NEW LIFE!“ He
had PREPARED the way by constant reiteration — reiteration
like KD&A did to commit the sin against the Holy Ghost - PP

402-5. As Satan did in the wilderness — LEFT OUT WORDS!
GO 498.

But the reference that FTW tries to SUBVERT to uphold his.
pinpoint of error — pull out that pinpoint and the whole struc-
ture collapses — like the Idol Dagan falling on its face - go to
SC 49 and see what it was talking about!

”Now go to Him, and ask that He will (will—wi/I-will?) WASH '

away your SlNS..." SC 49-50. So washing away (FORGIVING)
your sins — is giving you a new "LIFE?"

And since we are dealing with "STEPS!" (PLURALI) to Christ —

why not study the CONTEXT — read the REST of the Book to
see if YOU can come up with any such cock-and—bull yarn as
Wright obtains from FORNICATING WAGGONER! Is it all done
in a Waggoner JIFFY — or do "STEPS" take TIME? Find the
answer in 200 references...do these people NEVER go to the »

lNDEX—???

If God gives "FORGIVENESS" and He does - If He gives
"GRACE" which means "POWER" to obey and He does —

_ ..
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GC 506 (And along with that — give us "ENMITY!" GC 506) —

And if He gives us 'TALENTS" - and He does - Then do we
take those GIFTS and USE them to BUILD a CHARACTER with
E and EFFORT? Even a ‘LIFETIME?’ MH 452. T4:429. FCE
87. ML 267. PP 596. One STEP at a time. MYP 45-6. T5:500.
Brick by brick. CG 165. SD 155. By EFFORT. MB 90. SC 18,
27,43,62,88,95,122.

Is not done by one—time MIRACLE. SL 84. Not by WISHING.
MYP 348. Not all at ONCE. CG 242. Not by MAGIC. SM
1:336. TM 445. NOW is TIME. Cannot be done when Christ
comes. T2:355. T4:429. FCE 277. SD 9.

is not shaped from WITHOUT as BRINSMEAD-HEPPENSTALL-
ANDERSON-WRIGHT — and the Devil say - and DRAPED ON!
NOT that way. DA 307. ED. 57. PK 488. Christ is ready to
HELP you FORM. T5:579. By CULTIVATION. T5:559. T4:285.
T3246. T5251. .

THAT IS HIS STRONG POINT — He has to have that “THORN
BUSH‘ Theory. But nowhere in the Testimonies are you a
THORN BUSH. Again we come to the SAME SITUATION as with
the SHEPHERD'S ROD — pull out their ONE POINT of sheer
Houteff CONJECTURE —pull that OUT! by going to the INDEX
and looking up "WAVE—SHEAF' — and the whole mess
collapses.

NOW LOOK UP THORN — embellish his 100% religion — you are
100% under the devil from the day that you were born until
you come to the push-button transmission belt at the Fred
Wright meetings -— and you come out 100% under God...

DID ANY OF YOU - and I do mean ANY—OF—YOU! For I am
ashamed to admit that after all these YEARS — I did not look it
up properly until this day — (and not finished yet!) Dec. 26,
1978. OLD INDEX — reference: COL 50-6.

WHAT IS THE KEY TO IT ALL? I am well aware of the POWER
of MESMERISM. ONCE you give in to be HYPNOTIZED - the
next time is easier. But too often the MESMERIZED person like
those otherwise SEDUCED...do not like to RESIST... and if you
do not develop some BACKBONE and RESIST...LOOK at the
TRUTH and LIVE — even if you think it's a SERPENT...LOOK AND
§§ - that your HEART is not a thorn bush, but a GARDEN!
Which you must CULTIVATEI
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OF COURSE THOSE WHO WANT TO UVE IN A FOOl'S PARADISE-

want to lay in the shade and let God do it alI...wi|l have to go
for the 100% religion. And the THORN BUSH.

BUT A GARDEN — is a horse of a different color. There you
can have - as it really is — and always has been — Good and
Bad — Flowers and Thorns — BOTH TOGETHER!

THEREFORE THE SYMBOLISM — of a garden is REALISTIC and
BEAUTIFUL and makes SENSE. That YOU can CUT DOWN the
WEEDS — put down the PLOW—SHARE of TRUTH to root out the
THORNS. You will REAP what you SOW. And in the BEATI—

TUDES as given to us by inspiration - it is likened to SEED or
GRAlN...do you cast them to be CHOKED by THORNS? or do
you sow among the ROCKS? or do you not only SOW — but
PREPARE the SOIL by CULTIVATION? So now the 200 refer-
ences that we found during a decade or more — now add up to
SENSE! And if religion has NO SENSE - it is not religion. And
the THORN BUSH religion is the end result of letting;/our MIND
go VACANT in TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION. The curse of the
East - of Yogi—ism. Kantianism. He starts up his Book: "LIVING
RIGHTEOUSLY" with his "EXPERIENCE!" The language of PEN-
TECOSTALISM—CHARlSMATICS. I see the PSYCHICS and the
DING-BATS ~ such as former Shepherd's Rod Leaders - will be
all ready to TAKE OFF in the Wild Blue Yonder - with HEAL-
INGS and TONGUES and POWER and MlRACl_ES and WONDERS
and win their MULTITUDES — yes. Even the "WHOLE WORLD‘
seemed to be on that Devil's Train, it seemed there could not
be one left. EW 88,263. BUKA of AFRICA — they should also
apply to SAMUEL ROBERTS of "ETHlOPlAN ECHOS.'

To get down and DIG — for the TRUTH and for a CHARACTER —

to CULTIVATE the GARDEN of your HEART...God and Christ and
all Heaven waiting to HELP you...imaglne telling them that God
will NOT help you — never has - never will. There must be 500
Bible and Testimony References that God will HELP you - but
he brushes them all aside - to make room for his wonderful
invention — the Old Thorn Bush Nature.

Only mark this — since the HOEHN LITERATURE has gone far
and wide — BROKEN UP some of his camps - he is trying to tie
BOTH ENDS towards the MIDDLE — trying to combine his old
errors with truth . "I have been shown that the FALSE SHEP-
HEFIDS were DRUNK, but not with WINE; they .S‘TAGGEFI...The
TRUTH of God is SEALED UP to them... - 30 —



IN-THE—BATTLE-I-11-lE—DAY—0F-THE—LORD. When the minds
of any get stirred up, and they begin to inquire of these FALSE
SHEPHERDS about the TRUTH, they take the easiest and best
manner to effect their object...EVEV—a1ANGING-T1-IEIR-OWN-
POSITION-T0—DO-!12..UGHT has shone on many of these
SHE’HERDS, but they would not acknowledge it and have
CHANGED their ptsition a number of times to evade the TRUTH
and GET AWAY from the conclusions that they must come to...
THE POWH? OF Tlllfl-I tore up their FOUNDA TION, but instead
of yielding to it... (lrstead of ADMITTING the Austrian Autobahn
Fireball Finalé Men the hammer of God fell — instead of
DISBANDING as tin Shepherd's Rod were honest enough to do
in 1959 - and NET they were WRONG — no. Not this fellow.
Did you read his EXPLANATION? Even the Devil must MARVEL
at this manipulated retreat from reason - calling in all the
mirages at his ctnand — PRESTO! He had it! THREE died —

because ONE of them did not HEAL! and HEIL! quick enough to
the infallible Most Reverend Potentate. So it only elevated him
the HIGHER! ‘PIE goeth before a FALL!‘ and how GREAT will
be that FALL! It may have to stay alive until the Voice of
God Hour. Eveiy day I think of that - EW 282. G0 656.)

"...had covered tlemselves with MESMERISM and all kinds of
delusions. I saw that they were DRUNKEN with ERROR and
were leading on Hair flock to DEATH. Many of the opposers of
God's TRUTH defise mischief in their heads upon their beds,
and in the day they carry out their wicked devices to PUT
DOWN the TRUTH and to get something NEW...l saw that the
PRIESTS who were leading on their flock to DEATH are soon to
be ARRESTED in their dreadful career. The PLAGUES of God
are coming, but it will not be sufficient for the FALSE SHEP-
HERDS to be tarrnnted with one or two of these plagues...the
HIRHJNG PRIESTS are led to worship at the feet of the Saints
...until E the LHKWTEOUS ONES are
Earth,‘ EW 123-1

See KANT—KANTlM|Sln in the dictionary or encyclopedia — to
set up antinomies. logical CONTRADICTIONS - Sr. White re-
ferred to the sciemte as 'SOPHlSTRY' - PLANNED CONTRADlC-
TIONS to cause tin mind to wonder, and the mind that won-
ders — loses its tument. And that seems to work comfort on
some who go to the FRED MEETINGS — they meet their match
— a mind that is more TWISTED than their own. And they
MARVEL at the arfiicial Sophism.
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YOU—SHOW—SUCH—PEOPl.E — that your Nature—Character is
NOT a "THORN-BUSH“ that only God can yank OUT — thus an

IMPEACHMENT against God and His- RIGHTEOUSNESS that He
has SADDLED us with such a DEVILISH BURDEN...that we knew
not how to handle until Old Fred came along with his box of
ENCHANTMENTS and SPEl_LS to EXORCISE our DEMONS — only
thing too bad about it is that nobody can see it! It is all in
their VAIN IMAGINATTONS.

BlR0ll'S BEWITCHING POWEll. "There is in ERROR and UNBEJEF that
which BEWILDERS and BEWITCHES the mind...when better
influences lead one to desire to REl'UFlN, he finds himself in
such a NEIWORK of Satan, like a FLY in a SPIDEFl'S WEB, that
it seems EIESS task...and he seldom recovers himself
from the :§..having been often REPROVED, and not
HEEDING th REPROOF, he loses his power of self—contro/, and
becomes HARDENED...he has not MORAL POWER to rise above
the INFIRMITIES of CHARACTER which he did not OVERCOME...
The—very-LAST-deception—of—Satan will be to make of none
effect the testimony of the Spirit of God. Where there is no
vision, the people perish...Satan will work ingeniously...There
will be a HA TRED kindled against the TESTIMONIES which is
SA TANlC.' SM 1:46—8.

Because they are unable to REPLY to the TESTIMONIES we

present - they will HATE — both US and THEM.

NOW DO YOU WANT - the g M

If it is as the SOPHIST suggests — that your :_i‘ O;

gnarled, cross—grained THORN-BUSH - that is one thing...

But if, as Christ presents in the Bible and Testimonies — it is a
GARDEN that YOU must CULTlVATE—D|G-PLOW—Pl.ANT-WEED —

with INTHLIGENCE and EFFORT — that is quite another matter.

HOW SAD — to see loved ones go over to that den of vipers -

fall under the spell of the Serpent and their bloodstream
inoculated so they are IMMUNE to any TRUTH — they are
POISONED beyond remedy - they have reached the point of
NO RETURN - and will only be converted by the Hammer of
God - "He that walketh with WISE men shall_
COMPANION of FOOLS shall be DESTROYfl)...f'
want of JUDGMENT." PROV. 13:20,23.
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HOW WONDERFUL — that God's HAMMER fell on the three lead-
ers as they were on their way to deceive more people - even
going behind the Iron Curtain with THEIR CONTAGIOUS ABOR-
TION - but God put a SUDDEN STOP to it — now read the pro-
ductions of a mastermind given over to the enemy the SAME
as was CANRIGHT and BALLENGER and with the SAME_>_A— very
SAME DOCTRINE! All revolving around The
Devil cares not how they come to that conclusion — even if
they have to be flailed with a THORN—BUSH. How anyone who
really lets their mind go - into that HALLUCINATION, that
GROUNDLESS SELF—RlGHI'EOUS PHARISEE ‘VISION OF GRAN-
DEB!' - “YE SHALL BE AS GODS!‘ - how they can ever come
down to Earth and try to be HUMAN again — we know not. We
are only SURE of one thing - let us TRY to keep some OUT of
it - by the best medicine in the World — an OUNCE of PREVEN-1
TIQI is worth a POUND of CURE! "I had my orders -§

. SM 1:206.

DO I HEAR ONE SAY — that was taken out of context - ??? It
was 100% in context! That was SM 1:206. (Series B:54—7.)
JOIES and WAGGONER signed over to KEIJ.OGG and 'UVING
TEMPLE‘ in 1903. (See FROOM—MD 524,352.)

"It should be noted that, by this time, the names of 'A.T.
JGllES' and "Dr. E.J.WAGGONm' appear on page 6 of the
('UVING TEMPLE') Preface as approving readers." FHOOM 524.

HOW WAS THAT AGAIN — ??? In 1888 — Jones and Waggoner
took the right side in SOME THINGS — they were mainly right
in taking Sr. White's side when nearly ALL were against her
and ready to railroad her QyT|__. But by 1903 they were so

much on the OTHER SIDE — that they led the pack — led the
World — to SMEAR Ellen White and her CHARACTER. We knew
what the BAu_ENGER BUNCH was printinmy JONES — the
IJBELOUS SCANDAL against Sister White — we kept it OUT of
our papers — because we knew most would not understand the
CHALLENGES and ACCUSATIONS being ROARED out by JONES
and printed by BALLENGER. When he died — I wrote to MOTE
offering to REPLY to JONES. As Ballenger DARED anyone to
reply - claiming that no SDA ever did — but MOTE could see no
object gained by a RH>LY — ‘at this late date."

III * ‘AT THIS LATE DATE. — he connived with the WHITE ESTATE

to turn over to RONALD L NLMBERS that MUCK—RAKING
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CHARACTER — Character is the supreme achievement of God and Man. it cannot be

‘GIVE!’ - in any degree. To say so is to impeach the character and

Motives of God. For the popular Babyionlsh Theory now adopted by Adventists via

ANDERSON-HEWBISTALL - is to '@VE!' — a change of CHARACTER-NATURE when

comes.

if it can be "GNB4!' - why wait until that late date? Why not ‘GIVE!’ It at the

beginning? or why saddle a person down with the interior product — if God could have

done better the first time round? Why did He make such a fi Job? THE REAL

ANSWBI IS - that this is a device of Satan —

(A) - To claim that God give a character.

(B) - which implies that He sure made a mess in the first case.

(C) - it He can up and ‘GIVE!’ it - why should anyone STRIW to overcome? Spend a

lifetime doing it? You see the sly trick of the Devil and his agents?

THE WHOLE IDEA is - to get us to H_A}’_E_ - the HARD WAY — reject the little Narrow

Path - steep and rough. But just buy a ticket on the man—made BROADWAY FLYEI —

sit back In the 'i AM SNLESS-HOLY-SAVE)!‘ plush—bottom seats. Fall for the

winding. twisting Awakeningvarguments of ‘FAITH ALONE!‘ — listed as "...thie §v_—_

SNAMNG D0cTRlNE..It Is NOT FAlTH...lt ls PR3llPT%!' GC 471-2.

TBS is ALL VERY CLEAR - there is only one roadblock to Truth - it is not

" will be popular! Therefore the preaching of ‘LOVEl' - even 'uNuMrfE)!T

- no LIMIT to the alleged '|.oVEl' of God lands us in the swamps—quagmlres-quick-

sands of Lower Adventosla.

WHAT AN AWAKBIING! - when they find It was all a lie - and landed us in the

Devil's Train - the power that drives it is "UNIVEt8AlJSMt' — which is SPIRITUAUSM

-OCCULTISMI And the whole World will settle for It. EW 86-92,262-6.

"When the professed people of God are UNITING with the World...fhen. SUDDHVLY as

the lightning flashes from the Heavens, will come the of their BRIGHT VISIONS

and DEUSIVE IVES." GC 338-9. DA 379.383.

What the wicked carry around in their SUBCONSCIOUS is the Idea that if BJOUGH

gather round the delightful ERROR, they can force God to come to their terms. To

have control of the Transcendent Powers is at the base of all :

ISM. " promises a reward - without " so they will fall to look for

'STB’S' to Christ. fall to seek the Upper way - the ‘WORK!’ at a lifetime. And so

they will lose Heaven and an Eternity of Bliss. TM 446-7. T3:259.

Gathering to the Awakening station, going with the world - to Perdition. The time has

come to SEARATE - and start CLIMBING to the glorious heights above. STE’ BY

STE’. T5:500. {Courtesy of Ann DeMichaei.} THIS Is LIGHT. PK 187.
Qfltfi
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TRAIN OF EVENTS - IN mm ORDER

IN THE TEN VIRGIN PARABLE -

(2) They hear "The voice of the BRIDE.‘ COL 405.
(3) 'Tl£ cnlncl-I‘ - hears that there is another ‘CHURCH!’

(4) For '11EHilDE'is also a "CHURCH!" MH 356. EV. 318. SM 1:305.

(5) ‘THE cannon‘ — awakes to realize there is another 'cHuncm"
(6) This is "THE STRAIGHT T$TMONY' - to the "LAODlCEANSi'

(7) ‘THE LA(l)lCEANS' - are “HE RXDLISH VMGNSF TM 130. T5221.

(8) The 'LAST' church — LAST-|.0ST-lid-I-l0H.E.SS! RH 2:422 3:291.
(9) Any ‘WISE’ among them - "DIN!" - this other "CHURCH!" COL 406.

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

(15)
(17)
(13)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)

(24)

(25)
(25)

(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)

(31)
(32)

For "a companion of $01.3 shall be DESTROYEJP Prov. 13:20.

This ‘DESTRUCTION!’ began on the AUTOBAHN - Sept. 23. 1978.

The ‘WISE’ - join the mysterious "PROcESSl0N|" COL 408.

Also caiied ‘A IIOVHIEVT shall COME!‘ GC 464. 1884 GO 296.

"...in a MESSAGE which Is yet FUTURE.‘ 1888 GO 383.

"To those who go _fllT___ to meet the Bridegroom Is this usssaes glven...whiIe all

the WORLD ls plunged In $NNl'$...wIII catch the first u6IT!'
COL 420.

Tl-E ADVB<lTlST CHURCH - 'JOlN...the omosmour (BC 608.

They become our ‘MOST BITTEI El&0IE$!' GC 606.

These 'APOSTATES" (GO 608) - keep SUNDAY next EASTER. GO 443.

Thus they "Prepare the way for the IMAGE.‘ cc 444.

By being ‘IN COMMON!‘ with Bro. Billy and Bro. Robert.

Passed by Autumn council. R&H Dec. 16, 1969. p.20.

This led to the MAXWEL BETIME BOOK. 1970. GC 445.624.
1971 - Secret directive -call all REFORMBIS BACK!

1972 — R138 and i-TW fell in line with HE!’B4STA|.L.' ‘...LOVE!'
1973 - At last! They managed the three-fold "UNl0Nl' Rev. 18:13-18.
1974 - Turned this Church over to LAWYERS! T8269. T1:212—3.

1975 - Biggest drive in history! Plans to UNITE! Try again!

1976 - RDB - PAXTON ilst 25.000 Ministers of other Churches!

1977 - Increase that by TBJ! 250,000 List oi‘ other Churches!

1978 — SDA MINISTRY Magazine - March 1978. 75¢ - R&H (3.4.

1973 - mom oenenm ‘enAcE' article. as RDB—PAXTON!

1979 — Devil's ECUIIBJICAL 0NE—-WORLDS! TRAIN - ready to take off!

people wiii BUll.D—$l-DEVE.0P—CUI.TIVATE -

God's

A CHARACTB1 - by B‘FOR'I'S-WlI.l.-'NORKS-STRlVlNG-CI.lMBlNG-

THE TRAIN -

sTB?s-HARD-WAY-DAil.V—oVB100mNG—PATH -

"and _§:_w_ there be that find It!

"It seemed the IUIDLE WORLD was on Board. "

with the COUNTBIET 'AWAKEN|NG‘ (WA%0NBi)
Doctrines listed and catalogued in ac 464-473.
SM 1:204-5. God‘: people '60 YE OUT!‘ SM 2:390. COL 406.



MATERIAL — so he could sell a $3.00 book for $10.00. And the
wet—behind—the—ears LEGAL-BEAGLE SDA ‘LAWYERS’ that
have taken over 'SPECTRI.M' and "FORlM' - are having a

field day running down EGW - chairing (and PAYING?)
NUMBERS in meetings of 600 and 900 SDA's at a time! Just
another straw in the wind as they are ushering EGW — gm__.
So that her predictions, that Old Froom said she never made -

are becoming TRUER—EVERY—DAY! As to what the Old Frooms
would be up to - How do you like this for a ‘DIVINE PREDIC-
Tl0N?'

''...filled my soul with keen anguish. I saw men linking up arm
in arm with LAWYEIS, but God was not in their company...Is it
not because there is not a God in Israel, that ye go to inquire
of BAAL—Z$lB the god of HURON?‘ T8:69. (That is PART
and PARCEL of the 'EJJAH MESSAGE‘ that is to come! W
475. RH 2:368. PK 187. GC 606-8. T5:254, 394.)

'1 HAD MY — in his confessional of 1972 —

Brother Robert ADMITTED things: (1) That what he brought
to America in 1960 - was WAGGONER. (2) That this was ER-
ROR!

THE FACTS ARE — (read these papers again — first thing in the
A.M. is best - there is too much here for just a quick once-
over. PAY ATTENTION TO THE DATES!)

1892 — in the Marlowe Theater - in the gangster city of
Chicago (he liked Chicago - this is where he also took Daniells
in about 1905 - to tie this denomination hand and foot to the
AMA junto and cabala) in 1892 he gave the essentials of ‘I AM
SAVED!‘ - MESMERIZING Ballenger ON—THE—SP011. Ballenger
took it from campmeeting to campmeeting — the red carpet
rolled out for him everywhere. Until it graduated into ‘HOLY
FlESH' in Indiana in 1900. SM 2:31. EV. 595. RH 2:85,120,
233,245,609. RH 1:194. (See also any SEMINARY COURSE.)

1891 — Sr. White left for Australia where she stayed till Aug.
29, 1900. While she was gone -

1894 -— JONES harangued the Battle Creek Church (Tabernacle)
for over an hour — that they should take ANNA RICE PHIUJPS
as the prophet to the Church! That her writings had the same
content and ‘RING’ as the Testimonies. SM 2:85. OLSON
p.304. (“Through Crisis to Victory.")
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1900 — JONES oocmmss resulted in ‘HOLY FLESH." SM
2:31.

1903 - JONES and WAGGONER signed over to ‘LIVING
TEMPLE!"

1903 - 1910 - JONES worked to ‘REVISE’ — ‘LIVING TEMPLE!‘
1905 — He paused long enough to write "CONSECRATED WAY

TO CHRISTIAN PERFECTION."

IUIIDOYOIIETIEDATES-‘!?? Andwhat led upto 1905-???
So imagine the chill of HORROR that went up my spine - when
the AWAKENING came along in 1960 — HUDSON and BRINS-
MEAD representing this as the message "...of 1888!" And
some, including the wrong WRIGHT - still ORNLY hold to
that position - to this day! Only the of God will
make them change their minds. But they are not as bad as
some - who KIEW the truth - and went over on that side -

anyway. JUST—FOR-REVENGE! Like Judas. The Son of God
Himself could not keep him.

WRIGHT TEI.I_S THEM - to let their mind go - the Testi-
monies teach the VERY OPPOSITE! To CONTROL your mind
and to DIRECT it and keep it OCCUPIED with the THOUGHT that
you CAN control your WILL and ACTIONS.

“CHRISTIAN COUNSELLING AND OCCULTISM." — "BETWEEN
CHRIST AND SATAN." — two books by DR. KURT E. KOCH, pro-
bably the best in the World - KREGEI_ PLIBIJCATIONS, P.O. Box
2607, Grand Rapids, MI 49501.

THE OCCLLTTSM OF THE AWAKENING - make NO EFFORT - let
yourself go — “It is not by TRYING - but by DYING!‘ This
twice-dead religion is a fertile ground for BLASPHENIY —

SUICIDAL TENDBICIES — INSANITY — ENSLAVED CAPTIVES —

HOPELESS wrecks on the shores of time.

NOTHING WITHIN - ALI. WITHOUT - ??? We believe them —

WITHOUT Christ and WITHOUT hope — in this World.

"One of the chief CAUSES of mental inefficiency and moral
weakness is the LACK of CONCHVTRATION for worthy ends...
The MIND, the HEART, that is INDOLHVT, AIMLESS, FALLS an
easy prey to evil. It is on DISEASE, UFEESS organisms that
HJNGUS roots. It is the IDLE MIND that is Satan's workshop.
Let the MIND be DIREC7E...let the LIFE have a NOBLE AIM...the
BEAUTY of I-IOLINESS.' Ed. 190, 192. 1903. - 35 -



NOTICE THE DATE — ??? If you watch the DATES — you will
be surprised that she wrote these things at the very TIME to
MEET the ERRORS of .IONES-WAGGONER—KEI.l.OGG "...and AS-
SOC'lA7ES.'

'WOMHll professing godliness generally fail to TRAIN the MIND.
They leave it UNCONTROUL-D," to go where it will. This is a

great MISTAKE Many seem to have no mental power. They
have not EDUCATE the MIND to THINK; and because they
have not done this, they suppose they cannot. MEDITANGV
and PRAYE? are necessary to a growth in GR/ICE...Leaving the
mind in a state of INACTION, they lean upon 011-lH?S to do the
BRAINWORK, to PLAN, to THINK, and REMEMBER for them, and
thus grow more and more inefficient."DISCIPLINE-‘l1-E—MlND...
FOl?&’—IT—TO—1TllNK...E-'l-'Ol?TS should be made by every in-
dividual to HJUCAIE the MIND.‘ T1:187—8.

IN TECHNICOLOR - A PANORAMIC VIEW - falling for this jg
EFFORT!‘ doctrine. ‘THE CURSE OF WORKS.‘ - it seemed the
WHOLE WORLD was on board the 0CCI.l_T—SPIRITUAUSTIC-UNI-
VERSAUSM "ONE-WAY‘ SPECIAL "This DHUSION will spread,
and we shall have to contend with it FACE—T0-FAa:'; and
unless we are PREPARE) for it, we shall be EVSNAI-‘IE7 and
OVERCOME But if we DO what we CAN on-our-part to be
ready for the conflict that is just before us, God will DO—HlS-
PART...He would sooner send every Angel out of GIory...to
make a HEDGE about them, than have them DECEVH7 and led
away by the LYING WONDE?S of Satan...A TRAIN OF CARS,
going with the speed of lightning. It seemed that the WHOLE-
WORLD-WAS—ON—BOARD, that there could not be ONE LEFT.‘
EW 88, 262-3.

BUT LOOK AGAIN — and look a little HIGHER — and there HIGH
ABOVE THE EARTH — on a little narrow PATH - was a little
company. Did the FROOM-ANDERSON-I-IOUTEFF-GROTHEER—
FRIEND—BRINSMEAD—AWAKENING—CAROUSE. tell you it would
be a ''...little compang" EW 88. Or did they lead you astray
into the 3—FOlD UNITY SNARE — “Mission-Key '73?" THE BIG-
GEST SHOW ON EAFI11-I! 1'I-IE BIG BARNLM SPECIAU But
ended up as a big drip! As the wrong FRED CIRCUS - had their
fireball finalé - came to a screeching—smoking-halt! 1978.

LIKE THE GUYANA COMMUNE - SUICIDE Cu.T — 912 bodies.
This weird cult — their JIM JONES — under the hypnotic in-
fluence of a charismatic cult leader - who also claimed to
‘HEAL’ Even ‘CANCER.’ - 36 —



‘CHRISTIAN BEACON" Nov. 30, 1978. Bunch of crazies in
Guyana. Blindly obeyed their maniac leader. p.39. ‘NATION-
AL ENQU|RER" - Dec. 12, 1978.

'BETWEEH CHRIST AND SATAN' - KURT KOCH -

p.9 — Devastating effects to the mind and psyche of Mind
Control.

p.18 — They thrive on P|_AT|TUDES. Unrelated to REALITY.
p.20 Victims of suggestion. Unrelated to FACTS. Prefer

FABLES.
p.22 - Only in the Name of Jesus can they be freed.

Some previously disturbed, conscience-stricken by morbid
thoughts or actions, under DEEP DEPRESSION — may seem
relieved by this ENTERTAINMENT - MAGIC — PROMISES - SEC-
RETS.

p.63 - End of some leaders terrible to see.
p.76 - (SAME AS FRH) WRIGHT!) In white magic the idea is

to FORCE GOD T0 ACT! (FTW - ‘HE HAS A RIGHT TO
DO IT!")

p.77 — Formulation of SPEl.LS—CHARMS — the work of the
Devil.

p.90 — May effect the whole family. Black magic charms
p.100 — Throughout both books ~ many cases of suicide. Per-

secution mania. Paranoia. Find they cannot pray or
read the Word of God. These magic charmers, both
white and black magic — claim to be great HEALERS.
TIME PROPHETS.

'CHH|STlAN COUNSE|.|.HlG lid 0CCULTlSM' - KURT KOCH -

p.9 - Revel in their ability to ‘COMMAND!’ the Holy Spirit.
p.22 — Insecure man seeks escape from haunting uncertainty.
p.26 — There is a difference between occult possession and

medical mental disorientation. Not all are possessed.
p.35 - Genuine possession leads to seeking to penetrate the

secrets of God and future things. As did Satan.
p.41 - Some seem so happy in this delusion - even to the

last, when some, just as they are dying - suffer a
terrible terror, as though the veil of pious delusion was
rent aside by a violent hand.
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p.45 — As the Pharisees, fits of rage lead them to block their

p.59 —

p.65 -

p.76 -

p.114
p.117

p.136

p.139

p.144

p.156

p.203

p.209

p.210

p.238

ears. (Ever see one do this? I have.)
Some go from one type of possession to another.
As Sr. White revealed — some mask their facade behind
a cloak of Christianity and Bible phrases.
As real medicine now finds — some or many cases of
melancholia suffer from JAUNDICE — GOITRE — BIDD-
CRINE GLAND disturbances. Or HYPOGLYCEMIA - L_O_Vl_I

BLOOD SUGAR — that leaves the brain STARVED. Can
be cured. But NOT if they are NEED OF NOTHING!
They are (IJMPLETE! A QUACK and a Cl-IARIATAN tak-
ing advantage of the GLI.LlBLE. May be IIJMBUG -

SYPHlL|'l'lC DEJRILM or plagued with the FURIES.
Mischief done, may perhaps never be undone.
Possession passed on from Mother to Child, as in the
case of Flw and some of his disturbed victims.
The elevation of SEF — as Satan in Heaven -— to be
master of the transcendent powers. This ARROGANCE
is the starting point of MAGIC. The basic ingredient
found in the ‘FIW philosophy. POWER! Why did the
three die in Austria? Because they did not jump and
OBEY the Flw.
Very important. Those 'CURED' - as with drugs - may
only SHIFT the ailment — transfer it to another organ.
Maybe worse than the first. Or the funeral follows. The
cure was only SUGGESTWE, as his SUGGESTIVE CON—

Jl.lRlNG to feel that they are ‘COMPLETE’ Completely
crazy-!!!
Yes! Like FATHER DNINE Mental suggestion in the
hands of IMMORAL PEOPLE. Man playing the part of
God.
THROUGH CONFESSION that it is of the Devil — other-
wise NO RELEASE EVER! Stressed throughout the book.
Those under DEPRESSION, a fear or terror of making
mistakes, trying to pass the blame on others, are ready
candidates for I-IMBUG DIVINERS and Cl-IARMERS.
Those. given to BRAGGING, OVB%—STATEMBlT. living
off SCANDAL and the mistakes of others ~ ‘GOD GAVE
THEM UP TO A BASE MIND.‘ A thankless job to try to
demolish their pious illusions into a sober faith.
Phases of the Moon seem to bring DEPRESSlONS-
VOICES.
HALLUCINATIONS brought on by HEAVY FOOD lNDlGES—
TION.
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p.246

p.247

p.278
p.312

p.314

p.318

p.320

p.322
p.337

NOTE! NOTE! NOTE! Charismatics come around, LAST
ONES they affect — almost NEVER affect - those who
are STRIVING for MORAL PERFECTION! Now do you see
why the direct agents of Satan want NO STRIVING-???
IHILRIITY, POWER and RESISTANCE by genuine
Cl-BISTIANITY.
A person who abandons God - abandons himself.
CONFESSlON is the only escape. This is the Grace of
God. Often another must pray for them.
CONTRARY to the Devils in human form — the AWAKEN-
flG_ that came to America saying your WILL will not
work. Did ONE of them EVER look in the INDEX? Or
just go by PANTHEIST WAGGONER and his lu.USl0NS
thatfailed to work for him! He was OVERPOWERED by
a PSYCHIC NURSE.
This quote is worth the price of the book: ”Where there
is not at least the WILL to break with SIN, NO FAITH
can arise.”
Remember the POWER where "...two or three are
gathered in My NAME — "There am I in the midst."
Christ gave His disciples POWER to drive out DEVILS.
Acknowledgment of GUILT for what they have done is
only hope of release. NO GUILT — the Gospel has no
real object. LAW and GOSPEL go together!

-39-
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INDEX — MIND:

T1:387
CT 131
CG 120
T3:147
SL 93
T3226
T4585

T2479
SM 1:213
T1:162

TZZ434-5
T1:297
T4:545
MM 118
ED 248
LS 86-7
FCE 256

FCE 108
T3:3s2
T4:414
MVP 42
COL 330
S6 4:149
FCE 321
T2:429
T3:32
T-1:442-3
AH 252
T4:202
T2:524
SC 70
CWE 94
T1:417
PP 459
SM 1:46
SM 2:351-2
T4:442-3
T2:420
T7:214
CWE 93
CT 205
MM 118

4

Devils make most powerful efforts to sway...
rorury mmwm: tint: and pure
Ide MIND — Satan's workshop...
MOLD - by DISCPLINE...
Allowed to wander — must be brought back...
How to develop...
CARNAI. - cannot comprehend MYSTEIES.
prayer?)
constant WAR must be maintained against...
LAW is HOLY and KI.|.S CARNAL MiND...
CARNAI. mlnd must be SUBDUB)...

(Yank it OUT by an FTW

(This makes SBISE FI'w
teaching cannot be SIBDUED! who will listen to such NONSENSE?)
CUL'l1VATE a cheerful IIIND...
Run in channel of animal IIAGNEFISM — lose
Exercise to grasp important
weakened by control by another...
Cultivated - choice of clothes reveals...
Dermpd result of ‘No Work!‘
while Satan pulls in one direction - Christ pulls in another.
POSSESSION by neither one.

CASES.
Do not allow MIND to BRET
or In loveslck sentlmentallsm...keep check on...

PP 460.Do not permit to WANDER...
Do not leave to Dfll-‘I’...
Strive for PBIFECTION 0!...

(TOTAL
God does not allow it except in RARE

DBAONIACS. KOCH saw very FEW...)

AA 518.

Make earnest EFOIIT to preserve...
Abuse by pursuing one line of thought...
Castle—bulldlng (FTW DOCTRINES)

TM 244.OULTIVATE your...
Needs daily cUI.TURE.. T1
Diet aifects... ca 188.
Discipline your... T8131 4.

Do not dwell on SB.F...prey

T4:412.
:704.

T2:188. T4:438.
Whole family injured — DISEASE)

ED 190.to evil.
Do not soil by studying EIHOR. ML 15.
fiAT$T DEISWHI - believe $11’ when WRONG.
Cannot change SIDDENLV.
Error BEWWGES - eswnnaas.
IIESILBIISII - weakens — ensnates - MM 116.
cultivate like rich gran soil
Takes TIME to digest TRUTHS fed to...
Place your MIND and wu. where spirit
Sow SE38 that will germinate and snow FRUIT.-.
Satan watches to c0N‘I'|10I. — near Close of Time...
Christ will break. . .

T22420,507.
T5:520.

T3:147.

T4:498.

T4:498.

MH 242.

MVP 57.
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Between Ellen White and Jones and Waggoner — the religion of
“LIVING TEMPLE!" pantheism of 1903 was poured into the Jones
book - "CONSECRATED WAY TO CHRISTIAN PERFECTION" of
1905.

Hudson and Brinsmead loved the last two chapters — read them
and SEE — no HoIy—RoIIer pentecost or charismatic ever foam-
ed at the mouth worse than A.T.JONES. That you are to
"SHOUI'!' to the whoie world — that you are SAVED! Or as
ROY A. ANDERSON puts it: “WRITE it in letters THREE FEET
HIGH!‘

WE LOST HALF OUR MAIUNG UST — OVERNIGHT! When we
turned against that ‘I-IOUER-THAN-THOU!" - PHARISEE REU-
GION — who was NOT 'JUST|FIED!" by that reiigion — but went
down to his house — 'DESTITUTE!' {But not in his MIND - in
his MIND — he was 'C(MPLETE!' — completely CRAZYI}

THE PUBUCAN - did not know that he was ‘SAVED!’ and went
down to his house — ._ And when Christ was done
speaking to the people — they did not do as in the BILLY
GRAHAM MEETINGS — come out of there SHOUTING to the
Worid (AS A.T.JONES says to do! That you are SAVED—SIN-
LESS-HOLY!) But when Christ was done speaking to them they
Iooked at each other and said: “If these things be so — who
then CAN be saved?" Now the question is — which of those
two is the HEALTHY MENTAL ATTITUDE? To shout to the World
that you are on TOP of the LADDER — you have it made! Or
BLESSED are the HUMBLE? BLESSED are the POOR in Spirit.
BLESSED are the MEEI( - not the ARROGANT OVER-BEARING :1
AM SAVED!‘ SELF—R|GHl'EOUS PHARISEE!

‘THE EVIL THAT LE to Peter's fall, and that shut out the
Pharisee from communion with God, is proving the RUIN of
THOUSANDS today. THERE—IS—N07HING so offensive to God,
or so DANGEROUS to the human soul, as PRIDE and $3.1‘-
SUFFICIEVCY. OF-ALL-SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the
most INCURABLE... Those who accept the Savior, however sin-
cere their conversion, should NEVER be taught to SAY or to
FE. that they are SAVI-1). This—is—misleading...in their first
confidence say, 'I AM SAVE)!‘ — are in DANGER of TRUSTING
to THBJSEIVES. They lose sight of their own WEAKNESS, and
their CONSTANT NE) of Divine strength.
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THEY-ARE—UNPREPARED!' COL 154-5. (Now you see why the
URIAH SMITHS did not want to sell this book! If Uriah Smith
sold his books, he made THOUSANDS in ROYALTIESI So he
kept this book on the shelves. Told EGW that they could not
sell it! She wrote ‘THE REJEF OF THE SCHOOLS‘ - kept HID-
DEN in the vaults till about 1957 when WE found out it was
there - and Kisseling printed it. _ I have ONE COPY.)

THEOPPOSWEOFTHETHORNBUSHTHEORY

''It is the canvasser's duty to CULTlVAT'E the TALENTS God has
given him...(p.13) — "For we are NOT as many who CORRUPT
the Word of God...LlKE-THE-PHARISEES..."Ye do ERR, not
knowing the Scriptures, nor the POWER of God, ” The precious
GEMS of TRUTH are BURIE beneath a mass of ERROR. (EW
82-3.) By the SOPHISTRY of religious teachers...the people
are left in PERPLEXlTY...Men and Women...want to know what is
T'RUTH. Tell them; not in HIGH-FLOWN LANGUAGE (p.14) -

Those who in thiggreatff7‘."':"',’ allow themselves to be more on
the side of the World than of God, will eventually place them-
selves WHOLLY on the side of the World...who fail to see the
meaning“ 3 will surely place th
side 0 (lf 'YAHVl'SM' is not? *1 —

what is i the Pant-Suits and the SallyRand Stripper
Hair-does and the Mini Skirted Secretaries find themselves in
the camp of the : EMMANUE. MOVETMENT...the
WORST ENEMY of His people...the Powers of DARKNESS..." RH
6:397-8. Jan. 15, 194. )

in this reat ':3f‘§..place themselves on the side a
’é.."...those who will-not—come to the UGHT, who DES-

..........................

_PlSE the TRUTH, because—because—because IT exposes error...

will come in to fill their places and take their crown...
while those who became OFFENDm...”Thou art weighed in the
balances, and art found WANTlNG.'...WlO(ED MBV and THE
G-IURCH — HARMONIZE in this HAT'RED of the LAW of God, an_d
THEN the COMES...The day of God is right upon us.
THE— WORLD—HAS-CONVERTED— THE—CHURCH... This NA TIONAL
APOSTASY will speedily be followed by NATIONAL RUIN...then
the prayer will ascend from every true Child of God, ’'It is TTME

for thee, Lord, to WORK! (Let more Austrian hammers fall!)
for THEY have made VOID THY LAW!"... '’shall not God AVENGE
His own elect?...l tell you that He will AVENGE—THBVl—

SPEEDILY..." RH 3:473—4. June 15, 1897.
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"...in his reat CRlSlS...place themselves on the side of
...to assimilate with the World. (p. 15.) — The Lord /5

about to PUNlSH...PUNl$H religious bodies for their REJECTION
of the LIGHT and TRUTH which has-been-given—them. " (p.16. )
— Every false way is a DECEPTION, and if SUSTAINED (Pay
God's tithe to them, KNOWING they teach ERROR that is a
deadly POISON to the Soul!) ...and if SUSTAINED will in the
end bring DESTRUCTION. Thus the Lord grmits those who
MAINTAIN false plans to be At—the—very-TlME-
when-PRAlSE—and—ADULATION—is—heard. (At Medford, Oregon
- 1:30 Sabbath morning - September 23, 1978 — the "i T

of God fell as He said it would —

The ‘BIG THREE“ (with the KD&A doctrine - "The congregation
— all who come to the FTW meetings! are HOLY—EVERY—ONE—
0F—THEM!) with that kind of a doctrine - if they can find the
sort that will peddle it - will no doubt GLORY in their "SUC-
CESS!" — the GROUND opened up for the "BIG THREE!" - KD&A
- with that doctrine. A_nd Sr. White said this history would be
REPEATED just near the Close of Probation. SOP 1:300-6. PP
403-4. T3:353,358,361. T5:66.

No doubt they reveled Sept. 22, at the reports from the
YAHVISM CULT — the deceivers from the H|EBERT "WAYMARK
ARK THEORY‘ — or any other ABOMINATION - they came to
the FTW Meetings to add anything ODD or PECULIAR to their
list — their great success over 'HOEHN!" — kept the people
from the "HOEHN" MEETINGS with LIBELOUS SCANDAL - 1978.
So they were LAYING in their bed - LYING in their head —

when the hammer of God fell! The SlN—AGAlNST-THE-HOLY-
GHOST is to ascribe to SATAN - what came from GOD! And
so this 'REFORMAT|ON FROM BAD TO WORSE!“ (PT 22. RH
129. August 1849.) If their HEARTS could be seen, they would
appear as BLACK “AS EVER!‘ — because they did not ClJLT|—

VATE the GARDEN of the HEART — as COL 56 told them to do.

KD&A had ROARING SUCCESS! Took over the whole church
with that JONES-WAGGONER-BAI.LENGER doctrine. MOSES
was set in the background until he called for a "TEST!' And
the hammer of God fell! And because they did not RECOGNIZE
this as a JUDGMENT OF GOD! 250 MOREWENT! and then
14,000 went with the Plague. All because they ascribed to
SATAN what God had done!

"The history of ancient Israel is written for our benefit...upon
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whom the Ends of the World are come. Wherefore let him that
THINKEIH he STANDETH take heed lest he Fall...ln these days
FEW...would be loath to submit to so simple an arrangement
anmd _one that reflected upon themselves no glory save the

of OBEDlEN$...SUBMIT to the divine WILL....The Lord
gave JEREMIAH a MESSAGE of REPROOF...predicted the GAP-
TIVITY of the JEWS as their PUNISHMMT for not heading the
Word of God...lN THESE DAYS He has instituted NO NEW PLAN
to preserve the PURITY of His people. As of old, He entreats...
NOW, as THEN, by the mouth of His chosen servants. He PRE-
DICTS the dangers before them. He sounds the note of WARN-
ING and REPROVES...But the Israel of our time have the SAME
temptations to scam REPROOF and hate COUNSH. as had an-
cient lsrael...as in the days of JERL-IIIAH, He will not always
stay His hand, but will visit iniquity with righteous JUDG-
MENT...THE DESOLATTON OF JERUSALEM stands as a solemn
WARNING before the eyes of MODERN ISRAH.,...that the COR-
RECTTONS given through His chosen instruments CANNOT be
disregarded with IMPUNITY. (IMMUNITY!) When the Priests and
people heard the message that JERBJIAH delivered to them in
the NAME of THE LORD, (NOT YAHWE-IQ they were VERY AN-
GRY and declared that he should DIE..'THIS MAN ls WORTHY
TO DIE; for he hath prophesied AGAINST this city, as ye have
heard with your ears. "...MEN IN RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS had
denounced him and tried to arouse the people to put him to
DEATH. (Ever heard that kind of RABBLE ROUSING TEARING
DOWN TIRADES from the SDA PLLPITS where these people
90?)

"But another MESSAGE was given to JEFIBIIAII: "Go and tell
HANANlAH:... ”The Lord hath not sent thee; but thou makest this
people to TRUST in a LIE. THERE-'ORE...this year thou shalt
DIE...So HANANIAH the prophet §fj'j'jj_‘f"_,

"There were TWO OTHER FALSE PROPHETS (they come by the
dozen!) who prophesied LIES in the name of the Lord. These
men PROFESSED to be ‘HOLY!’ (SINLESSQ teachers; but their
UVES were CORRUPT, and they were SLAVES to the pleasures
of SIN. The prophet of God had CONDEWNED the evil course-
of these men and WARNED them of their danger; but, instead
of RE’ENTlNG and REORMING, they were ANGRY with the
faithful REPROVER...and thought to thwart his work by STIR-
RING UP the people...through JET-THWIAH...God’s JUDGMENTS
were pronounced against them... ?'¢. .
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‘JUST sucu um ARISE in these days and breed CONFUSION
and HEBELLION among the people who PBOFESS to obey the
LAW of God. Int [ust-as—certainly-as-Divine-JJDGMENT was
visited ugh the FALSE PROPHETS, [ust—sa—SUFl’H.Y will these
evil workers receive their full measure of RETRlBUTION,' for the
Lord has not changed. Those who prophecy LIES encourage
men to look upon SIN as a small matter...

”Those who pursue a course of REBEL!
always find FALSE PROP!-ETS who will ,_ p

THE SANCTUARY BilTlRH_Y!) .. them...to their if I
LYING mrds often make M NY FRIENDS, as in the case

of AHAB and EEKIAH. 77-IESE FALSE ‘PROPHETS, in their
pretended ’ZEAl for God, found MANY MORE BHJEVERS and
FOLLOWB?S that the TRl£ PROPHET, who delivered the simple
Message of the Lord." T4:164-174. 1876.

THE HISTORY - of this Adventist Rebellion — like KD&A. 1941
— FROOM worked - (Like the Devil!) to fit his ideas‘ into
“CHRIST OUR ESS' (com - so that DANIELLS
could sign his name to it - 1941. See the Devil in person via
the writings of EGW - ‘REVIEW and HERALD" Nov. 4, 1890.
p.19.105,108,116,117.

1953 — ARTHUR WHITE sort of threw a monkey—wrench in the
FROOM WORKS — by printing "SELECTED MESSAGES" -

so we no longer had to TRUST the TRUSTEES that "...cannot be
TRUSTED." TM 106, 146, 356, 361, 376, 386. But could read the
CONTEXT for ouselves and see the slippery EEL at work — as
we studied SM 1:367 and compared that with COR. (FROOM—
DANlEl.LS.)

1962 — ARTHUR VA-llTE to meet the teachings of FRO0M—WAG—
GONER via the AUSTRALIAN AWAKENING - gave us the

FUU. ARTICIE so we could REALLY SEE — how FROOM had put
it on the R&H chopping block. So we could see the article
AHEAD and the one AFFER - which often helps to understand
the DRIFT of the writer's thoughts — RH 2:436. Nov. 4, 1890.

1941 - (COR)-FROOM gave us p.9-15 with N0 TESTIMONIES —

but his sly version of "THE BIBLE ONLY!" Thus he laid
the groundwork. paved the way for "INSTANT/INEOUS SANCTI—
FICATION!' - CGDBWNED in G0 471 as the GREAT COLWT$-
FEIT! Also "Otl.Y BELIEVE" and "FAITH ALONE!‘ - is roundly
CONDEMNED in (-36 471-2 as "THIS ENSNARING DOCTRINE‘ and
"PRESUMPTl0N!' - 45 —
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1941 — (COR 14-17) - FROOM really goes to town — the very
thing BRlNSMEAD—PAXTON are RAVING about day and

night - they seem to know nothing else — this is the stamping
ground of the Beasts of BABYLON. '...withaut WORKS!‘

1941 - (COR 18) — now that everybody and his dog is RIGHT-
LY blaming FROOM forithe FIASCO of MISSION-KEY '73

- JACKALS — (wild dog strain of the Old World, much more
COWARDLY than WOLVES - prefer to tear at the DEAD - would
not meet FROOM when he was ALIVE and had some CLOUT)
yet after all is said and done — see NOTHING WRONG in the
WAGGONER DOCTRINE as FROOM slipped it into COR 14-22.

COR 14 — EFFORT is NOTHING!
COR 15 - SIN is ‘CANCELED?’ One of the Hand Grenades that

WAGGONER threw at EGW! Here is her teaching:

”The BLOOD of Christ, while it was to RH.L-‘ASE the repentant
“sinner from the CONDEMNA of the LAW, was not to
if the sin; it would stand on in the Sanctuary UNTIL
the final ATONfllENT..in the final ATONEMENT the sins of the
truly penitent are to be BLOTTED from the RECORDS of
Heaven.” PP 357-8

THE BIBLE: "Hepent ye therefore, and be converted, ( which
takes TIME!) that your sins may be BLOTTED OUT, when—when—
when the TlMES—OF—REFl?ESHlNG shall Acts 3:19.

THE TESTIMONIES: "An angel answered, ''It is the LATTEB RAIN,
the I-?EFRESHlNG...77-IE LOUD EW 271. T1:182,619.

FROOM-DANIELLS — required no INDEX, no TESTIMONIES, all
they needed was their INFALLIBLE POPE WAGGONER! .

WAGGONER - or would it be more accurate to say - they
knew WELL ENOUGH! the teaching of ELLEN WHITE! They also
knew WELL ENOUGH! Waggoner's 'CONFESSlONAL!"

THEY PREFERRED WAGGONER! As do BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT-
GROTHEER—HUDSON—FRlEND-DURST-ROGERS — and other Ad-
ventist Ministers. A high official released WAGGONER'S 'CON—
FESSION OF FAITH“ found on his desk the day the HAMMER of
God fell - SUDDENLY! May 28, 1916. This high official re-
leased this to the HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY — WE PRINTED IT
- JUNE 1974. — 46 -



WE ARE NOT ONE OF THOSE - who play on your BVIOTIONS -

telling you how BIG this thing is going to go over. WE KNOW
the weakness of men, and that they will want NONE OF THIS!
So if YOU are impressed, and are persuaded that YOU will fol-
low the TRUTH no matter if not another one does - our reward
is sufficient, we have not sold out to the MULTITUDES. We
have had MONEY held out to us - like a carrot to a donkey —

FOLLOW THIS and $24,000.00 is yours...and several offers of
$10,000.00. Go to Brinsmead and Wright if you want the
MONEY PREACHERS. They will teach ANYTHING! Just dangle.
the carrot and they will bray in the California breeze...

1941 — FROOM-DANIELLS quoted NO TESTIMONIES in the text
until they came to p.19. And then what “TESTIMONY”

do they give you? HERE IT IS: "By faith he can bring to God
the merits of Christ, and the Lord places the OBEDIENCE of His
Son to the sinner's ACCOUNT. Christ's HIGHTEOUSNESS is ac-
cepted in place of man's failure." COR 19.

(AND HERE IS WHERE 10,000 Adventist Ministers took off —) as
the Confederacy kept the rest of that under lock and key until
ARTHUR WHITE had enough of WAGGONER and the OD BOOK —

so he released the rest of it — SM 1:367. 1958.

THEN TO MEET THE ALLEGED ‘AWAKENING’ - he released the
rest of it — "REVIEW and HERALD” ARTICLE BOOKS —- BOOK
2:436. Nov. 4, 1890. That was in 1962.

WHAT DO ADVENTISTS BEIJEVE? Why — we believe the SAME
as BARNHOUSE — who died on the operating table with some-
thing still WRONG in his HEAD! 'CURS|NG" the LAW and
WORKS! ‘CURSING" the SABBATH — 'CURSING" SUNDAY —

wanting to be "SAVED!' by ‘FAITH ALONE!“ And so the HAM-
MER of God fell! TO PROVE that they believed the SAME as he
did - they put out that "QUESTIONALBE DOCTRINE“ book. An
EXTENSION of the TEACHING of WAGGONER. Certainly not
EI.LEN G. WHITE.

WORSE THAN BABYLON! Watch the Old Codger at Work! The
SKILL by which he RAPIERS his OPPONENTS! After setting
forth what HE (and WAGGONER) — believes — if you do not
QUICKLY go along with him — it is because you are TOO DENSE
to be expected to know any better! Thus he DEMOLISHES you
with this cute observation! (Without BIAS - NATURALLYQ
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"...the ONLY way of doing so is "by faith." To-the—natural—
UNILLUMINATED—MlND, this solution of the dark problem is a
MYS1'ERY...How can such demands be met by faith INSTEAD of
by works? The answer is..." FROOM—DANIELLS. COR 18.

TIEANSMISIIIIAY-???

Embellishing the Doctrine with suitable Bible quotes - he then
hands you COR 19 — where I drew a SERPENT! Where he ties
Ellen White hand and foot to his Doctrine — the Doctrine of
BABYLON and WAGGONER.

WHAT DID HE LEAVE OUT? The Devil tempted Christ in the
wilderness by LEAVING-OUT—WORDS! His APPEARANCE was so
WONDERFUL - Christ the very Son of God - Christ the
CREATOR did not RECOGNIZE him by his APPEARANCE - but by
his WORDS! So also we are not to fall for the APPEARANCE -

"As an Angel of LIGHT!" - but know them by their FRUITS! By
their TEACHING. This is one thing we are to "KNOW!" "He
that DOETI-I the WILL of My Father which is in Heaven, he shall
KNOW of the Doctrine!" So what did FROOM leave out — ???
FIRST — he represents that as the §_N_D_ of the sentence! Which
is INEXCUSABLEI He leaves no ...'s to show that the SENTENCE
goes ON! But he CUTS-lT—OFF!

This is what he LET OUT:

"Christ's RIGHTEOUSNESS is accepted in place of man's FAIL-
URE, and God receives, pardons, justifies, the repentant,
believing soul, (SEE THE QUALIFICATIONS?) and loves him as
He loves His Son. This is how FAITH is accounted RIGHT-
EOUSNESS... (NOW HOW WOULD IT BE TO STOP THERE'Q

BUT IT DOES NOT STOP THERE — IT GOES ON:

"This is how _FAlTH is accounted RIGHTEOUSNESS; and the
pardoned soul sfrorn grace to grace, from LIGHT to a
GREATER LIGHT... SM 1:367. R&H Nov. 4, 1890.

y friend — is a horse of a different color! That is
of the matter — but you I A

BUT THOSE WHO WANT JONES-WAGGONER - 'I AM SAVED!'

do not want to Do not want their sins 'TRANSFERRED"
_ 43 _



to the Sanctuary - but want them "BLOTTED OUT!” This
FROOM ILANNED CONFEDERACY saw to it that in the OLD IN-
DEX - nder ."SlN" - over 4 solid paged of references — NOT
ONCE ld I find that sins are "TRANSFERRED!' In the NEW
INDEX - over 11 solid pages — NOT ONCE! So ALL the teach-
ing, N1 the books, All. the RADIO and TV SERMONS, the
subject ‘a KAPOOT! VBTBOTEN! ROUSE MIT! However, it is
still that in God's Plan.

'INl/ESEATIVE JUDGAEVT...0NLY THOSE who had come be-
fore Gii with confession and repentance, and whose sins,
through the BLOOD of the sin-offering, __ were TFIANSFERRED...
77?ANSlfl?RED to the Sanctuary, had—a—§_" in the service of
the Dayof Atonement." GC 418,420,480. 1884 G0 263, 265-6.

THE SYEOLIC CROSS - "The INTERGSSION of Christ...in the
Sanctuzy above is as essential to the Plan of Salvation as
was His death upon the Cross. By-His-death-He-BEGAN that
work which after His resurrection He ascended to COMPLETE in
Heaven. We-must—by—faith—ENTEI'-?— WITHIN- THE- l(AlL_... (WHAT

mo ‘WITHIN — ‘There the afi‘.‘}.’.f from the
L. . WERE we may gain a clear-

er instyat into the mysteries of Redemption.” (WHAT A
BLESSED THOUGHT! NOT WAY OUT IN THE OUTER COURT -

BUT "\ITHlN THE VAlL!' — EVERYTHING is there, even the
BLOOD—since 1344.) 1884 GC 313. GC 489.
from the SYMBOLIC CROSS!)

WAGG(ER - and his followers do not understand these SYM-
BOLlSMS— want to UTERALIZE what is SYMBOLIC and strive to
SPIRITURIZE AWAY what is REALITY!

Being died by his fellows — a little boy throws a stone
through me window of the store. The merchant understands
the situation - lets him go this time — does not even make him
PAY for i. He is forgiven...

But wha if, finding 'FORGlVENESS' so easy — he ventures to
do it agin, and perhaps yet again - until he is caught. Will
the memllant NOW be so lenient? Or will he even be made to
PAY - ft! the FIRST window he broke?

WAGGCZR - and Adventist leaders by the SCORE - following
the Evaqelical Bloc — want sins 'BLOTl'ED OUT!" - the same
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1893 - "NO CONDITIONS!“ SM 1:377. Like a little
...the SLAVES of VICE exalted in their IMAGINED

the most efficient workers that the great Deceiver can employ
...The D0—NOTHINGS are thggreatest hindrance...are the FIRST
to be taken in Satan's snare, the FIRST to lend their IN-
FIUENCE to a wrong course." RH 1:192, 202, 239, 329, 330, 353.
"I will not be counted a D0—NOTHlNG!' SM 2:181. 1897.

WAGG0llEll'S LAST C0llFESSl0llAl - the day he died — May 28, 1916.

p.5 — a LIGHT shone around him — he saw "CHRIST" on the
"CROSS." ’’I knew then..l was the whole world with all
its sin."

p.6 - "THE SCRIPTURES are the ”Testimony of Jesus."
p.7 - Christ cannot CHANGE. so religloncannot CHANGE. The

innocent reader or bystander - not knowing what this
was all about — would accept that at first flush — unless
he was on his GUARD! Or led by the Holy Spirit. (Or
both!) "The TRACK of TRUTH lies close beside the
TRACK of ERROR, and BOTH TRACKS may seem to be
ONE to minds which are NOT WORKED by the Holy Spirit,
and which, therefore, are not QUICK to discern the DIF-
FERENCE between TRUTH and ERROR." SM 1:121,202,
282.

p.7 - So religion never chgges? This was his way to UNDER-
MINE the 1844 Message by EGW. N0 CHANGE in 1844.
Had he said this OUTHIGHT - few would have been de-
ceived — so the Serpent SLYLY follows a TRACK so the
victim is fastened in the Serpent's STARE — before he is
aware. "N0 NEW FEATURE was ever introduced." (in
that case, then start building an ARK! G N offer-
ing the BLOOD of ANIMALS! To Jewish —

p.9 — Keeps -HAMMERING away on the same THBllE - this is
how to MESMERIZE self and others. Constant RElTERA—
TION! “No CHANGE in any feature of the Gospel since
the Fall.’' (WRlGHT would call this a "FACT!" - we would
call it “A LIE and a HALF!')

p.10 A CHANGE in DOCTRINE would mean a CHANGE in GOD -

this would bring a CHARGE of IMPERFECTION against
God.
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This is how this sort start WANDERING and TWISTING and
SETTING BOUNDS. ‘All who walk by the side of an A-
POSTATE will be imbued by his spirit.’ TM 290. 1896.

p.9 — Here is the START of the FIW REIJGION, echoed by
many an SDA Minister. Since religion cannot CHANGE -

you also CANNOT CHANGE! So God must "GlVE' you a
‘NEW UFE!" Not realizing the DIRTY TRICK that God
pulled on you to SADDLE you with a conl<ed—out motor
when He could have supplied you with a BETTER ONE
first time around. IF-HE-CAN-CHANGE-YOU—Tl-IAT-WAY
- why did He not just up and 'GlVE' a better ‘NATURE-
LlFE—CHARACTER" - to SATAN? to JUDAS?

"THE SPOTLIGHT" Magazine (Courtesy of Ann DeMichael) -

Dec. 18, 1978. "Jones cult was intenaoial...GUYANA MAS-
SACTlE...MASS SUIODE SPRE...mind—boggling example of the
sickness of religious LIEAUSM stripped of its phony facade
of ‘LOVE EVHiYBODYl$ll.'...professionaI bleeding hearts...mis-
begotten existence...suckled at the breasts of Eleanor Roose-
velt and Coretta King to be the shock troops of the new order
of BROTI-IH?HOODERS...their now-tattered 'REVEREND' JONES
...heterogen-sexual perversion as a way of life...persuaded by a

sick creed...Behind their torrents of EMPTY WORDS lies a uni-
verse of sickness...late misfits and creeps... worthless rabble.‘
p.9. (Some of the EXACT WORDS used by EGW — the JEWS
that would not accept the truth were a 'WORTHLESS RABBLE!"
So PARDON US if we use the SAME LANGUAGE to describe the
END of the THREE MISFITS on their way behind the Iron Curtain
— TTMED so the great could ANNOUNCE this - another
‘VICTORY!’ — to the . 1*: at Medford, Oreon - instead
THAT DAY they were rudely awakened at 1:30 a.m. to be told
of the FIREBALL FINALE. Sept. 23. 1978. Now they are" 6 feet
under — “jungle rot" oozing out between the candlesticks of
their altars.)

Was it 'NATUIE?' — 'SATAN' — or God?

The capacity of the human intellect to practice self—deception
seems limitless, proven by the unbounded popularity of
TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION — HYPNOTTSM - ACUPUNCTURE.

‘At the very time when PRAISE and ADULA1'lON is heard, SUD-
DEV DESTRUCTION comes...they KNOW of the REPROOF re-
ceived by others,... - 51 _



because of UNFAITHFULNESS...These are DOUBLY GUILTY.
They knew the Lord's will, and did it not. Their punishment
will be in proportion to their GUILT.‘ (Signed) Ellen G. White.
Sunnyside, Cooranbong, N.S.W., Australia. "THE RELIEF OF
THE SCHOOLS" p.17.

"Every false way is a deception, and if SUSTAINED will in the
end bring DESTRUCTION. Thus the Lord permits those who

false plans to be DESTROYED/' (Same p.17)

"Come OUT from among them, and be ye SEPARATE and
touch not the UNCLEAN.” Those who obey this WARNING will
find a REFUGE" (Same p.22)

"For the LEADERS of this people CAUSE them to ERR; and they
that are led of them are DESTROYED." lsa. 9:16.

"Behold, the Day of the Lord cometh, cruel both with WRATH
and fierce ANGER, to lay the /and DESOLATE: and He shall
DESTROY the sinners thereof out of it." Isa. 13:9.

p.10 — WAGGONEFI _ . , , , , H? at sin being 'REMOVED" from a
person, "...and CARRIED by another person and DEPOS-
ITED in some PLACE at a DlSTANCE...STORED away in
some WAREHOUSE." Adventist Leaders can read such
...and enjoy it!

p.11 — A "NEW LIFE"...found at the "CROSS...erected in our

own hearts..." And our sins "BLOTTED OUT" — SNEERS
at them being "CANCELED" as the Testimonies teach.
Hits hard on the ‘NEW LIFE!" to be ‘GIVEN’ as a "GIFT!"
For the mere ASKING — ‘FAITH ALONE!" - LAWLESS
EVANGELICALISMI The religion of SPURGEON - BILLY
GRAHAM - RICHARDS. '

p.12 - Continuing to

3 " - here is where
FTW takes off. '’It may be said, therefore, that the
CROSS exists from ETERNITY to El’ERNITY...71-IE CROSS
THE ONLY WAY OF ENTRANCE for that GIF7'.'

p.14 - Tells you, as does FROOM ow simple are these al-
leged "TRU‘I1-IS!“ as he 3: at any "CHANGES" or
differences in "DISPENSAT ”Neither at the CROSS,

.. _
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p.14 -

p.15 -

nor before or since, has there been any NEW FEATURE
ADD!-1) - any CHANGE in the way for sinners to ap-
proach the Throne of Grace." Just goes to show you
how FOAMING MAD AT THE MOUTH some will get when
they decide to REBEL at ONE POINT of truth — take on
ALL POINTS of truth — so there was NO CHANGE in how
to approach the Throne of Grace — NO CHANGE either
BB=ORE of AFTER the Cross! This is the first that we
knew he was a .. '

The '0NE—IDEA" theme - sins are “BLOTTED OUT!‘ -

the religion of the self—confessed "AWAKENING!"
"...made it clear to me that it is IMPOSSIBLE that there
could be any such thing as the TRANSFERRING of sins
to the Sanctuary in Heaven, thus defiling that place,
and that there could, consequently, be no such thing,
either in 1844 A.D., or at any other time, as the
"(IEANSING OF THE HEA VENLY SANCTUARY.‘

p.15 — Then he goes on to say — to some who wanted
him BACK in the MINISTRY now that was dead —

"Then what took place in 1844?" That question bother-
ed me for many years... You see? The HYPOCRITE
could PRETBJD (outwardly) - that he went along, but
(INWARDLY) he was plagued by the Devil — ‘FOR MANY
YEARS.‘ You think we have to turn to a mind like that
to learn ANYTHING about TRUTH? Think again - Ill

p.15 —

p.16 —

p.17 -

p.18 -

p.19 -

p.20 —

"...2300—year period ending in 1844...but one day the
UGHT-DAIIlNED—ON—ME, (and as a result — a whole raft
of Adventist Ministers followed suit) and I saw that that
period HAD-N0—FOUNDA Tl0N—WHA TEVER, and then of
course I simply dropped it..."
"...so far—fetched an interpretation... ‘BY INSPIFIA Tl0N'
of a new, absolutely unknown, and clumsy expression."
”...the eighth chapter of DANIE. does not contain any
LONG PROPHEHC PERIOD, and the end of which sins
are to be BLOTTED OUT...a fupon God...the neces-
sity of INVESTIGATING men's lives and characters...“
"...it has already taken God, assisted by hosts of an-
gels, almost seventy—two years to go over the records
...it brings God down to the level of man."
"they nowhere say anything about any JUDGMENT be-
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fore Christ's coming...to precede the BLOTTING OUT of
s/‘ns...The Gospel has been turned into CEFIEMONIALISM
...making the Word of God of none effect..."

p.22 — FOAMlNG—AT-THE-MOUTH in uncontrollable RAGE at the
"BLOTTING OUT” of sins placing man on PROBATION
until (A) DEATH — (B) THE SEALING. Which many of us

have come to see as a beautiful truth in the Garden of
God. Why should man not be placed on PROBATION?
Can God declare a man "SAVED!" — and then have to
change His mind every other day? SPIRITUALISTS
judge THEMSELVES! GC 554.

"I AM SA VED!' — "We are NEVER to rest in a SATISFIED condi-
tion, and cease to make advancement, saying, 'I AM SAVED!"
...N0 SANCTIFIED TONGUE till be found uttering these words till
Christ shall come...NEVER—DAHE—TO—SAY, 'I AM SAVED!"...IG—
NORANCE and SHF-SUFFICIENCY go hand-in-hand...lf you sit
down with the ease—loving ones, with the words on your lips,
‘I AM SAVED!‘ and disregard the commandments of God, you
will be eternally last. There is truth_in Jesus that is terrible to
the ease—laving DO—NOTHlNG ones. There is truth in Jesus
that is full of soothing _J__01 to the OBEDIENT. It is the ;JQ)’_ of
the HOLY GHOST.’ SM 1.'314—8. 1890.

p.23 — WAGGONER keeps harping away at the reception of
Fred Wright's "LIFE" of Christ and 'THlS—IS—-THE—BLOT—

_ TING-OUT-OF-SINS. How can it be otherwise...
"AMAZING GRACE!"

p.24 - BLOTTING OUT — BLOTTING OUT - as a thick cloud. By
_this time he had long since kicked out his Wife and
married that PSYCHIC NURSE...so he sure needed a lot
of "BLOTTING OUT!"‘_’of sins... "as a thick cloud!"

p.25 — Compare CATHOLIC 5}. which he attended —

(Was he after some Catholic woman...also?) and feels
the Adventist (Ellen G. White) concept of RECORDS of
sins kept in Heaven, requiring a CEREMONY to expiate -

was sheer ROMANISM! The SAME comparison made by
RDB — PAXTON - and HERE is where they could have
obtained it.

p.26 - The MOST HOLY PLACE truths of the Third Angel's Mes-
sage of being in the HOLY PLACE and then going into
the MOST HOLY in 1844 "...would be C‘HlLDlSH." And
especially the idea of sins only "PROVISIONALLY FOR-
GIVEN" by some SUPERFICIAL READING of Acts 3:19."
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p.27 - "...the BLOITING OUT of sins is to be delayed indefi-
nitely after the repentance and conversion, for such a
thing is an IMPOSSlBILITY...I pass by the teaching that
the remission of sins DEPENDS on a man's WORTH!-
NESS. That is too badly UNEVANGELICAL to need
thrashing out again..."

p.28 - ”...I have set forth the CROSS is an EVER-PRESENT
Fl'EALITY..."COM T THE CHOSS"...Yet I know that you
believe the """ " and at the same time hold, nomi-
nally, at Ie , to the denominational teaching on the
SANCTUARY. I know that you are very busy,‘ but I wish
that for the sake of old times you would point out to
megwhere I am wrong." (And here is the key to it all —

either all the Adventist Ministers felt NO BURDEN for
the Souls that might be led away these clever argu-
ments — or FEIJ. for him — or were AFRAID of the
MIGHTY FROOMS if they would venture to say ANY-
THING — so as a result - we have a THUNDERING Sl-
LENCE! And away they all go’- led by RICHARDS — into
WAGGONERISM.)

p.29 — Now he prepares, as is the way of the trained Minister,
the psychology of appealing to the sympathies — his fi-
nal punch in the face of EGW. By so coyly — coquet-
tishly PRETENDING he was '...NEVER A BEILIGERENT
...my non-militant attitude." (LET‘S HAVE SOME TRUTH
RIGHT HERE!)

Almost every Adventist-Reform Writer STARTS our assuring
you he is NON—BELLlGERENT! Does not CONDEMN! Does not
ACCUSE! Does not JUDGE! And then takes off and CONDEMNS
—ACCUSES—FlNDS FAULT-JUDGES - it seems they learned well
from FROOM—ANDERSON and other HYPOCRITES in the SEMI-
NARY — see him up there - almost in the face - as he
tries. to RABBLE-HOUSE the membership to HATE if not to
RIOT! As did the Jews with Christ and the Apostles. Close
your mouth 5 your fangs are showing. Courage feeds on cour-
age - and right feeds on right... ‘HONESTY will not tarry where

is harbored. They will NEVER agree: one is of BAAL,
the other of GOD...Those who choose HONESTY as their com-
panion will embody it in all their acts. To a large class, these
men are NOT PLEASING; but to God they are BEAUTIFUL ...0UR
MINISTEI-?S...become INDEPENDENT and SELF-SUFFICIENT; then

gives them up to the buffetings of Satan...because
_: or God to do for them that which He has given
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them POWH? to do for themseIves...God ' ASSIST them by
combining Divine POWE? with human ..M/fig habits
are NOT overcome by a SINC-HE EFFORT. Only by LONG and
SEVERE STRUGGLES is self-mastered. This self—training must
be taken up by the INDIVIDUAL MBJBERS of the Church, and
the RUBBISH...must be removed...then, and not till then, can
they teach sinners the truth and win Souls to Christ..."Give an

account of thy stewardship. "...WILUNG OBHHHVCE to God's
requirements gives vital ElIE?GY and POWER to the SouI...Un—
less there is a thorough work wrought for you as INDIVIDUALS
and as a CHURCH, the CURSE of God will as surely come upon
you as it fell upon that FRUIIIESS 7RE..Brethren...your
WORKS do not correspond with your '71-IE
FRIEVD OF GOD.‘ Such men APPROVE that which God AP-
PROVES and CONDBWN that which He CONDBlNS.' T4:607—
615. 1881.

THE LIES OF WAGGONER

S p.29 - As Brother King would say - the SEMINOIE-MUSKHO—
GEAN INDIAN would say that WHTIE MAN speaks with
'FORKED TONGUE‘ After WAGGONER writing all these
books — denying the faith - the Lord CUI’ HIM DOWN! as
he wrote: "For that reason I have never undertaken,
and never shall undertake, any propaganda against the
denomination... "

p.30 - He gives a final swipe at "...a load of CE?BJONIAUSM
and TRADl11ON and SPEC'u.A71ONS...' HVD OF WAG-
GONER.)

FH00|l-HEIASTBIAHIITETNCAKIHAE
would always place some one else — some ‘AMEN! CHARIJE! —

in the forefront of any new abomination he wanted to foist on
the denomination. Thus if it went over BIG - his purpose was
achieved. But should a RLMPUS ensue — he could lay the
blame on his 'WHlPPlNG BOY‘ — such as the AWAKENING. He
could cover for his ‘YES MEN‘ — by shifting them to another
field — even give them a BIGGER CHIBCH!

If you now go BACK and read his book -— “MOVEMENT OF DES-
Iflf‘ - you will see that the writings of WAGGONER were
supposed to bring about an ‘AWAKENING.’ — '...upIift the
Church (p.17) - The HOUR of ADVANCE has...COME' (p.25) 1-
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so with BONDS that CANNOT—BE-BROKEN we are tied into
God's continuing Church...That is ADVENTISM as God sees it
(p.28) — without BIAS or CONDHWNATION (p.31) — (When he
had already shown his BIAS and his TEEIH in 21 pages!)

(He is so SLIPPERY you could drill him for oil.)

(Thus the villain of the scene becomes the hero.)

(FROOM) — ”Our quest CLIMAXES (has been for 100 years!) in
the ASSURANCE of HOPE and of TRIUMPH in the critical days
ahead. (p.32) - American revivaIs...Oberlin College (p.60) —

diaries G. Finney (p.62) - Then there was the OXFORD
(Tractarian) movement (p.71) - Then his CHART on p.74—5 is
VERY, VERY INTERESTING as you see 1926 - A.G.D. and COR.
1928 he very modestly sets for this ‘COMING OF THE COM-
FORTER' by his unworthy self L.E.F. as a MILESTONE or a MILL-
STONE in SDA ‘PROGRESSIVE DEVEI_OPMENT" which he hoped
to take into the 3-fold UNION with the BILLY GRAHAM EVAN-
GEI.lCALS and the CATHOUCS in their MISSION — KEY '73 -

here is where it "PROGRESSED - to ‘STUDY GROUP‘ in which
they followed the JONES PATTERN of 1893 when he wanted to

ELI.EN WHITE in favor of ANNA RICE PHILLIPS — SM 2:85
(OLSON 304) - he is HONEST enough to ADMIT that what some
think they are reading is URIAH SMITH - he shows they RE-
VISED the book in a dead man's name! One Board sat on this
dead man's chest for 15 years! He shows 1944 revision also
1949 revision of BIBLE READINGS. The Old Codger is GLOWING
with SATISFACTION that he is CHANGING the DIRECTION of the
entire Denomination heading for FROOM'S FOLLY — the DUN-
KIRK of KEY '73 in which he DIED of a broken heart! But here

Q in his 1953-7 SDA BIBLE COMMENTARY - 1957
. . . R.A.A. "MINISTRY" that resulted in the landmark

1957 team of writers producing that "QUESTIONABLE DOC-
TRINE‘ book. 1962 — ‘BY FAITH ALONE!‘ by PEASE. 1963
Preachers of RIGHTEOUSNESS - of course that would be him
and R.A.A. and this Book 1971.

(FBOOM) — "Men obviously called of God. (Obviously) (p.78)
— All honor to mess of their vision (p.88) — "The BIBLE
and the BIBLE i (p.89) (Hits this theme for endless
pages as did J (p.92-106) - Then - (as did JONES -

SM 2:85) — takes a swipe at EIJ.EN WHITE - ”No major
doctrinal truth or prophetic interpretation of the Advent Faith
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was initially introduced among us through the agency of the
SOP (p.107) — Some have ERRONEOUSLY asserted that such
teaching was first set forth by ELLEN WHITE, and then adopted
by the Brethren — and that, as such, it is actually a ”vision
view." It is BEGREITABLE that such SUPEFIFICIAL FORA YS into
our early history have sometimes been put forth as FACT,
when the PRECISE OPPOSITE is true (p.131) - (I have often
wondered how long that Old Codger would sit with the whip of
'lNSUBORDlNATION" in his hands — WATCHING for any Minister
who would CONTEST his PAPAL INFALLIBLE IMPRIMATURS, how
LONG and how CAUTIOUS and ASTUTE he was, and with what
great care he CHOSE his WORDS! Of course he had TIME and
OVERTIME for over 40 years and untold THOUSANDS of $'s for
him and his Legion in ROYALTIES! So they could AFFORD to
be CAREFUL and HIRE legal help.)

(And get the Conference to pay for it and all the Secretaries
they wanted. From a worldly standpoint of ‘SUCCESS!’ - I

guess they had it good. If one does not look BEYOND - into
the JUDGMENT.)

(But the HIGHER they go — the HARDER they FALL — so he had
his WATERLOO in the wreckage of all his PLANS in the dismal
failure of MILLIONS of Adventist $'s spent on that Mid-summer
Night's Dream - MISSION KEY '73 that no Adventist wants to
talk about anymore. Perhaps if they do not look at it - the
nightmare may go away.)

He HAMMERS away that we do not go by EGW — but only
“BIBLE BASED“ doctrines, for 14 pages (107-121) then for 10
pages more! (122-132) — "...as we look upon the (IARITY OF
TODAY'S (FROOM’S!) UNDERSTANDINGS! (p. 143. ) — (As do
every one of these "BIBLE ONLY!‘ people — do not go by the
‘BIBLE ONLY!‘ but by some SPURGEON—MOODY—BlLLY—
SUNDAY-GRAHAM 4- so Old Froom, AFTER DOWNING EWG -

hands usz) ' WAGGONER (188) - WAGGONEH (189) -

WAGGONEH (190) — WAGGONER (191) — WAGGONEH (192) -

WAGGONER (193) - WAGGONER (194) - (195) — (196) -

(197) - (198) - (199) - (200) - "CHRIST AND HIS RIGHT-
EOUSNESS' 1890 — (and there they took off...

- ‘There are in all the human race N0 fif.=
(205) — 'WAGGONER DEClARES...the sin has been
(207) — - 53 -



IN OPPOSITION 10 EGW WHO SAYS: "The BLOOD of Christ,
while it was to IEBASE the repentant sinner from the CON-
DEMNATION of the LAM was—-not-to-CANCE_—the—sin; it would
stand on record in the Sanctuary until the final ATONBvIENT."
PP 357.

(EGW) — ‘...sa our sins are, IN FACT, TRANSFERBED to the
Heavenly Sanctuzy by the BLOOD of Christ." ORIGINAL 1884
GC 266 (263-7). GC418, 420,480. T5:473. (Of course, anyone
preaching any such HERESY as all that — could not come to
the General Confeence Session or be honored in ‘WEEK OF
PRAYER‘ SPECIALS - with ‘I AM SAVED!‘ and ‘THE CERTAINTY
OF OUR SALVATKIl.' - The BALLENGEFI BUNCH are chortling
with glee - that they have at last seen the ‘LIGHT’ — for which
they DISFELLOWSII'ED BALLENGEFI!)

‘I AM SAVED!‘ is now the Adventist way of life - NO ONE who
intends to remain an Adventist would question that
WAGGONER DOCIIIIIE any more. It would be _m_o.re_.than his
life and liberties would be worth to question the 3;

he is ‘me only RIGHT anyone has w
CATI-IOLIC—ADVENlIST — is to tell them they are H

FROOM AND WA%ONER: "We are NOW children and heirs of
God. We do NOT9 through ‘a sort of PROBATION, and AT-
TAIN to a certain degree of holiness, before God will accept”
us. He "receives us just as we are” — (208) - "He BLOTTED
OUT our sgressions... ‘YE ABE IN HIM'...lt is Q;
of our bu it is the ‘GIFT of God."...alI because He is
'WORTHY" (PAX7W—BRINSlEAD—BABYLON) — (209) - "said
WAGGONE3" (210) WAGGONEB cites..." (212) - “Dr. Waggon-
er...” (214) - ‘WAGGONER29 ‘CHRIST and HIS RIGHTEOUS-
NESS.' (215) — (17113 is how they are going ‘BY THE BIBLE
ALONE!') -

'50 Christ go ALL the WHOLE of His LIFE.‘ (216) - (Then
he tries to t BJBI WHITE - hand and foot over to WAGGON—
ER — that she gave up her own religion and declared that
WAGGONER WAS RBHT! (FROOM 218-237 and those who
acceptedWt__he WABGONER DOCTRINES became (Natch!) -

'...the BEcAI£ :1 3 of some PRCWINENCE. The
on the at er hand, largely FADED OUT of theeiecroiés

picture." (FROOM 218).
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FROOM - since he laid such magnificent spade-work to get Six
Headquarters Leaders - 550 selected University—College-Acad-
emy-Mission training school TEACHERS - twoscore overseas
EDITORS and 50 BROADCASTERS round the globe to under-
write his book - to THE CHURCH‘ p.17 —

“THEN THE HOUR CAME“ — 1930 to 1970 - 40 years of Froom -

in the middle of his glorying — he must have been FURIOUS!
When WHITE :_ THE WHOLE CHARADE — OLSON BOOK —

_"THROU(-EH CRISIS TO VlCTORY' p242—320 and specifically
Q: the ‘E — p.312—320. (1966).

"Elder WAGGONER has entertained ideas, and without waiting
to bring his ideas before a counsel of Brethren, has agitated
STRANGE THEORIES...that ought NEVER to have had expression
...TEARING TO PIEGS that which God has built up...DlSORDEFi-
LY ELHIEVTS TO CONTROL the work at this time...PANTl-IEISTIC
VlEWS...SPlRlTUAL AFFINlTY...FABLES ...SEDUClNG SPIRITS,
DOCTRINES OF SATANIC OI?IGIN...Message after Message was
sent to him...clothe sin in the garments of RIGHTEOUSNESS,
and lead many ASTRA Y...

Since we are not writing a 320—page book — nor 700 pages
that took 40 years to slap together - we can only REFER you
to many FACTS - such as the EXPLOSION of the UNIVERSAL
ADVENTIST MYTH - that she endorsed EVERYTHING that JONES
and WAGGONER said in 1888. If one wants to dig out un-
related references made at a different TIME and PLACE — but
the FACTS of 1888 ARE —

‘MANY will say, I am saved, I am saved, I am saved. Well,
have they been a.EANSED...??? The whole world can say, I
am saved, as well as any TRANSGFIESSOR today. They can
say, I BH.IEVE...(OLSON—WHlTE p.268. M58. 8, 1888.)

CONDlTlONS - "But WHEN those”. who are STRIVING with all
their POWER to OVERCOME. 9. . Etheir sins, God is faith-
ful and just to forgive THEIR sins, and to cleanse THEM from
all UNFl'IGH7EOUSNE$$...' Neither will I be with you anymore,
except ye DESTROY the ACCURSED thing from among you."
...cleanse the Church..." p.284. MSS 8a, 1888.
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"DH. WAGGONEFI...Some things presented in reference to the

RMONIZE with the understanding I have...(There goes the
And she refused to reply until 12 years later!) (SM 1:

212, 233, 237, 341.) 23 years later! (AA 383,385.)

"Some interpretations of Scripture given by DR. WAGGONE? I-
D0-NOT—REGAI?D-A$—CORHECT...show him that he is in error...
This is the FIRST TIME I have had opportunity to LISTEN to
ANYTHING in reference to’ this SUBJECT...(You see? The
BLANKET ENDORSBMHVT that the FFIOOMS try to give his
every utterance (FROOM p.216—315) sort of falls FI.AT-ON-
ITS—FACE!)

”At this meeting I have heard for the FIRST time DR. WAG-
GONEB‘S REASONS... There is not perfection in all points ON-
EITHEI?-—SIDE..We must search the Scriptures...Said my guide,
‘THE-?E—IS-MUCI-I YEI’...This Message, UNDH?STOOD...
will lighten the h ‘w’ h ' glory...IDOUZE NO MAN...You
need GREATER ‘ ' your Bibles...BFIOTHH-‘I MOR-
RISON...is in danger...if he fails to OVEFICOME...he will make
SHIPWFIECK of faith, as did Elder CANHIGHT..." (So she was
not about to take MOFIRI$0N'S side against WAGGONEH.)
p.294-302. M58 15, 1888.

in spite of the above — FROOM built up the MYTH of WAGGON-
ER for pages and pages and pages — finally he reached such a
crescendo that what he THOUGHT Waggoner had - ('ARIAN
CONCEPTS" for and against — threshed out in the Middle Ages!
Something that Sr. White no doubt never heard!) But to
FROOM would SPARK THE ‘LOUD CRY!‘ p.316.

FROOM: - "Now we must 15;. into our rightful place" (321)
— yes! You guessed it! Into the ‘LOUD CRY‘ — 'LATTER RAIN‘
- in the grand finale of the windup of the ‘LAST MESSAGE.‘ —

FROOM had it all figured out for us - "Thank God, that final
AWAKENING is definitely on its way." (322) - pages of
blessed ASSURANCE to this end. From WASHINGTON and from
his AUSTFIAUAN_’PUPPETS — and every MINISTER — the cry was
for “THE BIBLE This effectively neutralized ElJ.EN G.
WHITE - and WAGGONER became the hero of the hour! ‘THE

’” - meant WAGGONEFI...

-51-
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W.C.WHlTE went over on WAGGONER'S side — after 1888.
(360) — Now Froom comes to his favorite topic - "The CON-
FUSED philosophy that a man must STRIVE to be agad, and to
DO good - in order to receive the RIGHTEOUSNESS of Christ -

PHTSISTH)-WITH-SOME.." (363) - now he starts slopping the
White—wash Brush - as he had already done for several pages
— their involvement with KELLOGG was FORGIVABLE...

FRED WRIGHT on this page (386) - BABYLON on this page
(387) - 1923-5. A.G.DANlEl.LS—MEADE MacGUlRE—TAYLOR
BUNCH-CARYLE B. HAYNES — created a REVIVAL of the WAG-—

GONER MESSAGES. (395) — Something lacking - so DAN|E|.l.S
took FROOM under his wing — 1926. (398) - so they fixed up
C.O.R. 1926. (400) - and in the Battle for the Mind - they
fixed up other books for the new 'RESURGENCE' — FROOM
started the SDA ‘MINISTRY’ 1928 (402) — Daniells death-bed
wish for FROOM to lead the forces (404) - "...keep the wheels
turnin " in our "organizational machinery.” (406) — now with

‘ ‘‘ behind the THRONE — opens a ‘NEW EPOCH of
unity and advance" (409) — so they ‘REVISED’ D&R — even

though an ‘ANGEL’ guided URIAH SMlTH'S HAND, according to
BOURDEAU who came up with' other strange ideas — like
‘THOUSANDS A DAY‘ put in EV. 693 as the Gospel Truth but

w s ‘BOURDEAU’
in WASHlNGTON?)

— which one was cut down by

ITCHING to get his ideas in print — FROOM engineered the book
"written by an angel's hands" (which is done ONLY under SPI-
RITUAUSM — God works through the INTEIJJGENCE!) none—the-
less they REVISED the URIAH SMITH - D&R. (423) "...would of
course (OF COURSE — ???-!!!) retain Uriah Smith's as-

(424) — (you see how CASUALLY they ENGINEER
tings. ) H

Now they can fix up the 144,000 and 'ARMAGEDDON' — (427)
- 1949 - fixup 'BlBUE READINGS‘ - (428) — fix up the rela-
tionship between JUSTlFlCATlON—SANCT|FlCATlON-GLORlF|CA—
TION (430) - to improve ‘OUR IMAGE‘ before the World. (435)
— "And what is more, it will change the whole IMAGE of Ad-
ventism in the public mind." This became his ONE OVER-
MASTERING OBSESSION — him and his ‘AMEN! CHARLIE!‘
(RAA) - (440) - ready to rapier any 'CARPlNG CRITlCS."
(422) — the WAGGONER book remains PROMINENTE (457) —
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Now a ‘NEW DOOR‘ is opened — they fixed up D&R 1944 — so
that the World would recognize the ‘NEW OUTREACH!“ (465) -

That was 1970-1971 - happily humming to himself that every-
thing was going so well for his last fling - the supreme venture
of his life — ‘II-E 3-FOLD UNION of KEY '73! As he hurtled
against that brick wall. As the Big Three did in Australia with
the VERY—SAkE—DOCTRINES! WAGGONERISM! And came to a
screeching—flam7gthalt! Thus it often is with DICTATORS that
overreach themselves. THEIR WATERLOO.

Our space is running out - so we must hurry along — Going
back to his CHART - p.74—5. A e‘ we have a few real eye-
openers — -his AIIIIISSION of Z: A ., BOOKS! In the name
of the DEAD! Palminjihis off as by 'URlAH SMITH!‘ or by
'BJ.EN 6. WHITE" - this is the OPPOSITE of — and far WORSE

;' M; 3: Not honest enough to put his own name to
his own creation. This is about as as anyone can get.¢

N HIS CHART — where he openly shows where he did this —

writing his own landmark ABOMINATIONS — where he OPENLY
admits he is giving you WAGGONER — as did his "AWAKBI|NG!'

He somehow forgets to mention theiri
He also forgets to tell you how he TOOK :

his ENEMIES — when something GOOD was said about them —

took out the NAMES of his buddies (DAN|EIJ_S-JONES-WAG-
GONER) when something BAD was said about them.

,.{_. ., .

That way he could Eggle with ' Build up the ones he
fell for — DOWN those who did not ‘fit his purpose. In the
ORIGINAL TESIIMONIES (the BLACK ones - not the RED ones)
- the NAMES were all there. As they are in the Bible.

Takes a SLY SERPENTINE MIND — to leave them out. As he did.
If he was after CANRIGHT — not because he did not go along
with_‘_th_e___VCAMiIGI-IT DOCTRINES and ambitions - which were
the as his own - but in juggling FACTS — he knew the
MAJORITY would not go for CANRIGHT-BALLENGER—KELLOGG -

50 he IMPALHJ Them. Sr. White said she felt the
‘HOLY SPIRIT‘ at Canright's place. That way he could HIDE
the STREAM-(]=—TESTIMONlES in the Series "B" —have them
EJRNED “...by the bushel baskets fu|ll" at LLU.
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And also in that INCINERATOR FIRE. Because those books did
NOTHING to ENHANCE the IMAGE of 'KElJ.OGG' and ‘HIS AS-
SOCIATES!‘ — his ‘ASSOCIATES!’ being JONES and WAGGON—
ER!

That way they can foist a steady stream of JONES-WAGGONER
books on this people — representing them as the Message of
1888! Our space does not permit us to do more than just
MENTION some things. So we hurry along —

As we were having the ORIGINAL BOOKS PRINTED - an agent
for FROOM in Washington by the name of BACHAND - stepped
in so they could have some CONTROL — vs the "ORIGINAL"
Books to Health Research — LEAVING _\ of the ORIGINAL
'TESTIMONIES TO MINISTERS‘ they did even give him the
RIGHT NAME to put on the book — it should have been "SERIES
A‘: — but he put on "SPECIAL TM‘ - and started out with No. 3
instead of No. 1... ’

So you are supposed to pay — no matter what they do
with it? What else can one c them but
fell for that one! Then we are to expect
GOOD AND FAITHFUL SERVANT!‘ — "Thou good and faithful
'UNAM SANCTUM' — ‘SEWER OF CORRUPTION‘ - ‘CA THOUC!'

ANTI—CHRISTS-DEMONS-SODOMITES—ADULTERFIS-ENEWIES of
God and man! ( With apologies to ‘BABYLON-MYSTERY RELI-
GION‘ p.97.)

EGW: "...you have been withholding your MEANS...withhold
TITHES and OFFEI-'lINGS...? If the Conference business is not
managed according to the order of the Lord, Tl-IA T—lS—THE-
SIN—OF—THE—ERI?ING-ONES.’ (Now how would it be to let the
FROOM AX FALL right there — and CUT-IT—OFF! And TOO
CROOKED TO SHOW THAT THEY CUT—-lT—OFF!) RH 1:23.

Could you preach 24 sermons on what she ADDED; SAME SEN-
TENCE! SAME SUBJECT! She added: "The Lord will not hold
you responsible for it, YOU—DO—WHA T-YOU-CAN—T0—COR-
FIECT-T7-lE—EVIL"' RH 1:23. (Column 27. ) Also found in ”Sup-
plement to TM — completing SERIES A..." p.21.
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As the saying goes - THAT is a HORSE of a different COLOR!

Have you done — “What you can to correct the Evil?"

SINCE OLD FROOM — did not care how EVIL the Church became
under his administration - he also CHANGED TM 15 - the
thing in the book -— so the Lord also does not care HOW :_

the Church becomes! Do you see any difference in:

"l testify to my brethren and sisters that the church of Christ,
enfeebled and defective as it my be—be—be—be, is the only
object on earth on which He bestows His supreme regard." TM
15. Dec. 23, 1892. 1994 Edition.

COMPARE WlTH ORIGINAL:
”The church of Christ, enfeebled, defective as she may agg_e_ar

—appear-appear-appear, is the object on earth upon which he
bestows, in a special sense, his love and his regard." SERIES
A:143. (Special W 143.)

Any difference as to how defective she may actually BE—BE-
BE - or only how defective she may APPEAR—APPEAR—
APPEAR? In the eyes of Devils and Men — ??? Which version
do you want? The ORIGINAL EGW VERSION or the FROOM
CONFEDERACY?

NOW LET US LOOK AT — A new book from "LEAVES" —

AUSTRALIAN RECORD ARTICLES — Vol. 16, No. 22, May 27,
1912.

”Enfeebled and defective as it may APPEAR, the church is the
one object upon which God bestows in a special sense His
supreme regard.” EGW-Al-‘IA 432. May 27, 1912.

NONEOFTHOSE|STl'EOR|GlNAl.-HElElSTh‘EOR|GlNAl2

"The church of Christ is the only object on the earth upon
which he bestows his supreme regard; yet it has grown feeble
and inefficient through selfishness...They are members of his
mystical body.” RH 2:263.‘ Dec. 11, 1888.

{End of Part One}

{To be continued in CHARACTER - BOOK TWO}

This is a ‘G0 YE OUT TO MEET HIM!‘ production.
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‘A train of cars was shbwn me...It seemed that the whole World
was on board, that there could not be one left..." EW 88,263.
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